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ABSTRACT
The work described in this thesis consists of both theoretical and experimental research performed
on single trapped ion. The barium ion, being a heavy multi-electron system, allows benchmarking of
highly demanding ab-initio many body electronic structure calculations. The dipole forbidden tran-
sitions in barium ion also serves as a test bed for atomic parity non-conservation, geometric phase
generation, optical qubit, etc.
In this work, the possibility of measuring and quantifying geometric phase in two different symme-
try of the underlying Hamiltonian has been studied. This study leads to the prospect of using dipole
forbidden transition in barium ion as its possible test bed. However, it is essential to measure the
quadrupole shift of this transition before implementing the geometric phase measurement protocol.
In the experimental section of this thesis, precision measurement on the allowed dipole transi-
tion has been performed to benchmark the many body calculations required to study atomic parity
non-conservation in barium ion. Further experiments has been performed in order to measure the
quadrupole shift of the dipole forbidden transition. These measurements firmly sets the foundations
for future measurements to be performed on both atomic parity non-conservation and implementa-
tion of geometric phase generation proposals as developed in the theoretical part of the thesis.
This thesis contains a theoretical proposal to implement geometric phase generation protocol in a
trapped barium ion using only electric fields. It further includes the first measurements of branching
fraction of dipole allowed transition in barium ion with a precision well below 0:05% which allows
us to discriminate between different many body calculations done with a precision of 1%. In ad-
dition, this thesis lays the foundation to measure the more challenging electric quadrupole shift of
the dipole forbidden transition in barium ion. This led to implementation of a fast optical qubit at a
wavelength close to telecommunication wavelength.
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The field of precision measurement aims at improving uncertainties of the measured fundamental
quantities. This is required for better understanding of the fundamental properties of nature and the
accuracy of our models and theories about the universe. It is the high precision measurements of
the fundamental properties of the building blocks of nature like the g-factor of a free electron [1–5],
that has allowed us to test the principles of quantum mechanics, in general and quantum field theory,
in particular, to extremely high precision. Therefore quantum field theory has emerged as the most
precise theory of nature known to mankind till date.
The field of precision measurement also involves developing tools to probe nature with unprece-
dented precision. It includes developing laser sources with narrower linewidth (more and more pre-
cise frequency) [6–8], ultra high vacuum chambers (to develop a truly isolated system) [9] and low
noise detection systems. Apart from gaining more in-depth knowledge about the laws of physics, this
field has also opened up possibilities of developing quantum technologies. The tools developed for
the purpose of precision measurements have been used to harness and manipulate quantum nature of
matter [10–19]. The most advanced quantum computer that has ever been built is based on ion traps
and utilizes the tools for precision spectroscopy [19–22].
Before moving on to more details of the work, let me introduce what it means to perform a pre-
cision measurement. To give an idea about what precision measurements are, we have to distinguish
between precision and accuracy. Precision of a measured value refers to the repeatability of the mea-
surement. In other words as is shown in Fig 1.1, it is the scattering of the measured value from its
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Figure 1.1: The difference between precision and accuracy
mean value, or in other words it is the standard deviation of the measurement. Accuracy on the other
hand refers to the deviation of a measured value from the actual or true value of the measured quan-
tity. In either case, larger standard deviation means lower precision or accuracy. As further chapters
will reveal, there has been instances where measured values, via increasing its precision, has shed
light on the flaws of underlying theories developed by theoreticians to model interactions in nature
and that in turn affected the ’accuracy’ of the model.
Whether a measurement will be accurate or not is determined by the design of the experiment, or
simply put, whether the experiment really measures what it is set to measure. The experiment design
also plays a significant role in setting the precision of the measurement. Larger the number of the
measured parameters, lower is the precision of the measurement due to error propagation rule.
The work presented in this thesis is geared towards precision measurements of properties of a
trapped barium ion. Precision measurements are required for studying both fundamental interactions
at the atomic scale as well as to observe and measure geometric phases that can be imposed on the
electronic levels of the ion via external field manipulations.
Presence of two metastable excited states of 138Ba+ makes it a suitable choice for precision
measurements as they have long lifetimes [23–25] and hence narrow linewidth, as narrow as 12 and
31 mHz for j = 32 and j = 52 states respectively . These states for barium also have significantly
large quadrupole moment [26], as compared to Ca+ [27]. This means that these levels can have a
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stronger interaction with an electric field gradient. This opens up a variety of opportunities because
trapped ions are extremely sensitive to electric fields and it is possible to create configurations of
electric field, such that the gradient is non-zero while the electric field is zero.
This thesis is organized in the following manner- Chapter 2 introduces the concepts of ion trap-
ping, laser cooling and coherent manipulations. The third chapter deals with the theoretical consider-
ations regarding precision measurements of properties of barium ion as well as introduces concepts
of geometric phase manipulations using external fields. The development of the experimental setup
is discussed in the fourth chapter. The fifth and the sixth chapters deal with the results of the preci-
sion measurement of branching ratio of excited state of the barium ion and fast qubit operation using
dipole forbidden levels of barium respectively. It also discusses the development and challenges to-
wards the measurement of the quadrupole moment of the D levels of the barium ion. The thesis




Ion Trapping and Laser Cooling
An ion trap is a device which allows confinement of charged particles in space using electric and/or
magnetic fields [28–39]. Basic electrodynamics tells us that charged particles cannot be held in space
using only static electric field. This is evident from the differential form of the Gauss’s law which
gives us the following equation for electrostatic potential in free space-
r2V = 0: (2.1)
The Laplace’s equation, Eq .2.1, has the mathematical property that its solutions does not have
any minima, or maxima, anywhere other than at the boundaries. It is like a stretched membrane. Un-
less one presses down the middle of the membrane, there is no minima anywhere. Similarly if there
is no charge, then nothing is ’pressing down’ the potential and thus there is no minima anywhere.
However, what can be done, and has been done, is using certain configurations of time dependent
electric fields, one can create certain motion of ions, which are confined to a limited volume in
space. A Paul trap works based on this dynamic electric field. In this thesis only Paul traps are
used and hence the following discussions are restricted to this kind of ion trap alone. However, static
magnetic fields or a combination of electric and magnetic fields can also be used for ion confinement.
To understand physically the principle of operation of an ion trap, imagine you holding a hot
potato. You do not want the potato to fall, but you also cannot keep holding it in one hand. So you
keep on bouncing it between both of your hands. An ion trap also uses a similar idea. As an ion starts
moving in one direction, the potential changes in time such that, by the time, it reaches the boundary
of its confinement, it faces a high potential and starts going back in the opposite direction. Thus in an
15
ion trap, the trapping is dynamic process where the ion is constantly kicked around and kept confined
within the trapping volume.
2.1 Mathematical Description and Equation of Motion
So now that the idea of trapping a charged particle is established, it is time to formulate the equation
of motion for the ions confined in a trap. As one can feel already, the frequency, which is like the rate
of compensation, and the amplitude, what is how hard you compensate, of the time dependent fields
will depend on the mass and charge of the ion. This is because mass governs the motional velocity
of the ion while responding to the compensation and change governs its strength.
From classical mechanics, we know that any minima, up to the first significant order, can be
approximated with a simple harmonic oscillator, which has a quadratic dependence of potential in
space. So we model the confining potential as a three dimensional harmonic oscillator potential.
We also assume that the electric field varies in a sinusoidal manner. This is a reasonable assump-
tion because any other type of dependence can always be resolved in terms of different sinusoidal
frequencies (fourier decomposition) and so knowing the equation of motion for one single driving
frequency will allow us, if necessary, to understand the equation of motion for any other type of time
dependence. The generalized potential required to confine the ion can be written as [38, 39]



















Vs represents the amplitude of the static part of the potential and Vd the amplitude of the dynamic
part. i and 
0
i are the geometrical weight factor for each dimension, for the static and dynamic parts
of the potential respectively.











i = 0: (2.4)













3 = 0. The first situation corresponds
to what is called a ring trap and the second condition is met in a linear Paul trap [38,39], the trap type
we use in this work.
If one writes the classical equation of motion of a charged particle in a potential of the form given
in Eq. 2.2, then the equation belongs to a general class of equations called the Mathieu’s equations.
This class of equations represents solution of a simple harmonic oscillator with a time dependent
restoring force. Starting from x =   em @V@x , where V is the potential in Eq. 2.2, we obtain the
equation of motion of the ion in each dimension as
d2x
d2
+ fax   2qx cos(2)gx = 0; (2.5)



















In the lowest order of approximation, i =
q
ai + q2i =2 and stable orbits for the trapped ions are
achieved only for 0  i  1. Fig. 2.1 shows the stable trapping parameters for a linear Paul trap.
For the linear Paul trap realization, ax;y = 0, x;y = qx;y=
p
2. This allows us to fix the range
of frequencies and amplitudes of the rf potential that is to be applied to trap a singly charged barium
ion, with mass 138 a.m.u., in the radial direction.
In the lowest order approximation, the orbit of a trapped ion in each of the radial dimension is
given by





cos (!rf t)]: (2.7)
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Figure 2.1: The parameter region which gives stable confinement of trapped ions [38].
The ion motion has a lower frequency component given by (x
!rf t
2 ), which is called the secular
frequency, and a high frequency component that drives at the frequency of the radio-frequency field.
The second component is called the micro-motion.
2.1.1 Experimental Trap Realization
As already mentioned in this work a linear Paul trap configuration is used to confine singly charged
barium ion with mass number of 138 a.m.u. For achieving the highest stability, the trap parameters,
such as RF voltage and frequency are set such that the stability parameter q has a value approximately
0:4. Fig. 2.1 shows the parameter values which give stable ion motion and allows for trapping the
ions.
The rf voltage is applied to the blade structures, as shown in Fig. 2.2 instead of rods as it allows
for greater optical access.
For such a configuration, the geometric parameter, 0x;y, for the radial direction, becomes 0x;y =






For a linear trap, the axial confinement is achieved by applying DC voltage on the end cap elec-
trodes shown as dots in middle of Fig. 2.2. In the axial direction, the potential is a time independent
harmonic trapping potential with the depth of the trap defined by the voltages applied to the end caps.
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Figure 2.2: Trap configuration: side view showing the RF blades





where V0 is the voltage applied on the end caps and z0 is the distance of the end caps from the center
of the trap. However, in reality, the potential is screened by the other electrodes of the trap. So the
exact potential experienced by the ion is determined by measuring the axial secular frequency.
The relation between the trapping frequency and the effective DC potential experienced by the
ion can be obtained in the following manner. Let us assumem is the mass of the ion, !dc is the axial
trapping frequency and Ve is the effective DC potential ’seen’ by the ion. Using the ideal form of the











For the purposes of the work presented in this thesis, we also need to know the electric field
gradient which is experienced by the ion. Using Eq. 2.8 and 2.10, we can obtain the DC electric field








For the trap used in the experiments presented in this thesis, r0 is 0:7 mm and z0 is 2:2 mm.
Detailed description about the structure and design of the trap is provided in chapter 3.
2.2 Cooling of Trapped Ions
In this section, we will describe the methods that can be used to cool the trapped ions. The way ion
traps work is that the parameters are set to keep the trap in a stable trapping region and then an atomic
source is turned on, usually a oven. The atoms are then ionized inside the trap volume and because
of the parameters of the trap, these newly formed ions become confined inside the trapping region.
However, the trap, being composed of electric fields, represents a conservative force field and hence
the energy of the ions are defined by the oven temperature which is usually at about 700 K to 800 K.
While it is good enough for certain kinds of experiments, for more precise experiments, we require
these ions to have less kinetic energy.
Cooling means a method of dissipation, a process to reduce the kinetic energy of the ions. Energy
of the ions can be dissipated by buffer gas collisions, resistively dumping the ion image current on a
cooled resistor or by collision with light. In this work we employ lasers to perform the job and hence
in the following sections the techniques of laser cooling are described.
2.2.1 Doppler Cooling
The most standard way of cooling down ions now a days is via laser cooling [38,40–47]. Physically,
the mechanism of laser cooling is the following-
Imagine a two level atom. It absorbs one photon of light which excites the atom from the ground
state to the excited state. During this process, the atom gets a kick in the direction the photon was
coming due to conservation of momentum. Now when the atom falls back to the ground state, the
atom will emit a photon, which will also give a recoil kick in the direction opposite to that of the
direction of the emitted photon. The cooling process (or heating process; they are equivalent, one
takes away kinetic energy and one provides extra kinetic energy by similar mechanism) however re-
lies on the fact that the photon absorption from the laser takes place in one direction, the direction of
the propagation of light, but the emission process is symmetric and can take place in any direction in
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Figure 2.3: The figure shows the process of Doppler cooling. The ion absorbs a photon coming in
the opposite direction to its velocity. When the photon is absorbed, it transfers a certain amount of
momentum to the ion in the direction opposite to its motion. When the ion releases the photon, it does
it in a random direction, compared to its direction of motion. Now when this process is repeated for
a large number of times, the ion momentum is reduced by the momentum changes due to absorption
while the momentum transfers due to emission is canceled out because of its random nature.
space. Now, when this process takes place multiple number of times, the ion keeps on getting kicks
in one direction, because of the photons absorbed from the laser beam, while the recoil from the
emitted photons cancel out each other because of their random spherical distribution. Fig. 2.3 gives
a visual description for this process. Utilizing Doppler shift, it is possible to tune the laser such that
in the atom’s moving frame the light is resonant, when it is moving towards the laser beam or away
from the laser beam. If the laser frequency is tuned such that the atom sees resonance only when it is
moving towards the laser beam, then it will cool down, because the atom will receive the directional
kicks opposite to its direction of motion and hence it will reduce the kinetic energy of the atom.
However, if the laser frequency is tuned such that the atom ’sees’ the laser when it is moving away,
then it will heat up the atom and increase the kinetic energy of the atom as the kicks will be in the
same direction as the motion of the atom. Since an atom sees a higher frequency, when it is moving
towards the light, the frequency of the laser has to be tuned lower than the resonance frequency of
the transition so that the atom ’sees’ the laser only when it is moving towards it. Since the frequency
is lower than the resonance, it is called red detuned. Thus for cooling an atom, the laser should be
red detuned compared to the resonance frequency of the atom.
With the above picture of laser cooling, it is now understandable that the cooling process will
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strongly depend on how fast the atom can absorb and emit photons. Availability of the laser with
the correct frequency is also an important factor in determining whether laser cooling is possible
for a given atomic species or not. The rate of photon absorption and emission depends on the laser
intensity and linewidth (the spectral density, how much power is there per unit frequency range) and
also the natural linewidth of the atomic transition in question. The atomic linewidth will determine
how fast an atom de-excites after it has been excited; wider the linewidth, faster is the de-excitation
process.
The de-excitation process for the atom should be spontaneous and not stimulated. This is because
stimulated emission will lead to emission of photons in the direction of the incoming beam and thus if
the transition is dominated by stimulated emission, then the cooling process will be inefficient. Thus
the linewidth should be large enough for the atom to not have time to be de-excited via stimulated
processes while the laser intensity should also be small enough to avoid stimulated emission as much
as possible.
The rate of Doppler cooling is determined by how fast the atom excites and de-excites. The
spontaneous emission rate is given by the natural linewidth   of the upper state while the wavelength
of the light determines the momentum kick the atom receives when it absorbs or emits a photon. The
average force on the atom/ion is given as [38, 48]
~k ee; (2.12)
where k is the wave vector of the photon absorbed and ee is the rate of excitation [38, 48]. This
rate, ee, given as hej  jei = ee, in turn depends on the laser intensity and frequency as well as
properties of the atom which is being cooled. ee can be written as [38, 48]
ee =
s=2
1 + s+ (2= )2
; (2.13)




and  is the effective detuning of light, taking
into account detuning from resonance while the atom is at rest as well as the contribution of the
Doppler shift. If  is the detuning of the laser from the resonance frequency at rest and v is the
velocity of the ion, then  =   ~k  ~v
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The final temperature which doppler cooling can achieve, as can be guessed, depends on the
linewidth of the transition, which is being used for the Doppler cooling cycle. The cooling will stop
when the doppler shift, because of the motion of the atom/ion, is no longer greater than the natural
linewidth of the excited state used to drive the transition. In this limit, sometimes the atom will ab-
sorb at the minima of the line and emit at the maxima of the line while some other time, it will absorb
at the maxima of the line and emit at the minima of the line. If the laser linewidth is much smaller
than the transition linewidth, then the minima of this spread of energy can be achieved when the laser
is kept at a detuning, half of the natural linewidth of the excited state. In this situation, the maximum
difference between the momentum change due to the absorbed and emitted photon is ~k =2. If the
detuning is bigger than half the natural linewidth, then the difference will be larger than  =2 and the
final temperature achieved will be higher.
To obtain the corresponding temperature, this energy is equated to kBTDop and thus the doppler





For barium ion, the upper state has a linewidth of 15MHz. This gives a Doppler limit of temper-
ature as 360 K.
Looking at Eq. 2.12 and 2.14, we will see that there is a trade-off based on the natural linewidth
of the atom. Higher the linewidth, faster is the rate of cooling, but the final temperature reached is
also higher. On the other hand, with narrower lines, one can reach lower temperatures, but then the
rate of cooling is also lower. For this reason, to reach even lower temperatures, one first cools the
ensemble using a larger linewidth transition and then employs a lower linewidth transition to perform
a resolved sideband cooling [38].
Procedurally, when we load ions in the trap, we keep the laser red-detuned to about 300 MHz
to 400 MHz away from the resonance. This is to make sure that the laser can address the initial hot
ions. Once trapped, the detuning of the laser is reduced and it is brought closer to resonance till the
detuning of  =2 is reached. Thus one achieves Doppler temperature limit.
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Figure 2.4: Energy level diagrams of a free and trapped atom/ion
2.3 Coherent Manipulation and Resolved Sidebands
As mentioned before, barium ion has a metastable 5D3=2 and 5D5=2 states which are coupled to the
ground state via dipole forbidden or quadrupole coupling. Because of the long lifetimes of these
states, coherent manipulation of the electronic state of the ion is possible using these transitions.
The total hamiltonian of an ion in an ion trap system is written as
Htotal = Hatom +Htrap; (2.15)
whereHtrap in most of the cases can be written down as a harmonic potential andHatom is the atomic
Hamiltonian.
Since the two Hamiltonian have separable Hilbert spaces (Hatom acts on the internal state of the








where Eitotal and E
i
atom is the ith atomic level after and before modification by the trap potential.
ntrap is the quantum number of the harmonic oscillator eigenstates of the trap. Fig. 2.4 shows the
energy levels of a trapped ion (it also works for trapped atoms, though atom traps have much weaker
trapping potential).
Thus each internal state of the ion is further split into motional eigenstates which has a ladder
structure because of the harmonic potential of the trap. These structures are called the motional side-
bands. Due to the extremely narrow linewidth of theD states and th trap frequency being of the order
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of MHz, these sidebands play a significant role in the coherent manipulations of the ion state.
Thus the physical system can be considered as a two level atomic system interacting with a laser
field, superimposed with energy eigenstates of the simple harmonic trap.
In the presence of a laser addressing the transition between the two levels, the total Hamiltonian
becomes
Htotal = Hatom +Htrap +Hinteract; (2.17)
where Hinteract is the interaction between the atom and the light. The generalized form of this inter-










where k is the wave vector of the light, x^ is the position operator of the ion, 
 is the on-resonance
Rabi oscillation frequency for the transition representing the coupling between the two states and 
is the phase of the light at the position of the ion.
Rabi oscillation is a driven phenomenon in atomic systems. When a two level atom interacts with
laser connecting the two levels, the population of each level (probability of the electron to be in either
the ground state or excited state) oscillates with time in a sinusoidal manner. The frequency of this
oscillation depends on the intensity and detuning of the laser from the resonance frequency as well
as the strength of coupling of the two levels. This frequency of oscillation is called Rabi oscillation
frequency.
Eq. 2.18 can be re-written in the interaction picture, and after applying rotating wave approxi-







Here the two atomic levels are represented in the basis of the Pauli matrices for a spin 1=2 system,
a^ and a^y are the ladder operators,  is the detuning of the light from the resonant frequency and  is
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Lamb-Dicke parameter is the ratio of the wavelength of light to the spread of the ground state mo-
tional wavefunction of the trapped ion. Lamb-Dicke regime is defined mathematically as   1
[38,49]. Physically this means that the recoil of the absorbed or emitted photon is not strong enough
to change the motional mode of the trapped ion.





^+(1 + i(a^e i!t + a^yei!t))ei( t) +H:C: (2.21)
Thus the equation breaks down into three distinct transitions- the first is between jni jgi ! jni jei,
when  = 0 with the coupling strength being 
. This is called the carrier transition. Second





n. This is called the red-sideband transition. Third is the transition between




n+ 1. This is
called the blue-sideband transition. Fig. 2.5 shows the three different lowest order transitions that
are possible due to a laser ion interaction in the Lamb-Dicke regime.
Figure 2.5: The three possible transitions for resolved sidebands in the Lamb-Dicke regime. While
carrier makes the transition between the same motional states, the red sideband induces transition
between higher to lower motional states while the blue sideband is transition between lower to higher
motional states.
The Rabi oscillation can also be used to define the  time of the system. The  time is defined
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as the excitation time such that probability of excitation after  seconds is 1. This time signifies the
amount of time the atom must be exposed to the laser to coherently transfer the entire population
to the excited state. =2 time defines the time in which the probability of excitation is exactly 12
and is half the  time.  and =2 pulses are laser pulses having duration equal to  and =2
time respectively. As can be seen from the previous discussion, the  time is different for the main
transition line and the sidebands. For the sidebands, it is also dependent on the motional state of the
trapped ion, with lower motional states having longer  times.
After Doppler cooling, the trapped ion is thermally distributed among different motional states, with





The excitation probability for a two level system driven by a laser interaction as a function of excita-







2 + 2)t (2.23)
and the Rabi frequency between motional modes n and n+m is given as

n;n+m = 
j hn+mj ei(a+ay) jni j: (2.24)
From Eq. 2.22, 2.23 and 2.24 it is possible to obtain the generalized excitation probability as a
function of time that can be observed for a trapped ion after Doppler cooling at resonance. This
equation is modified by the fact that transition between different motional modes have different
Rabi frequencies and the ion is thermally distributed among these motional modes. This requires
an averaging over different modes to obtain the exact excitation probability, which is different from




p(n; n) sin2 (
2nt) (2.25)
Using Eq. 2.24 and 2.25 the excitation probability at resonance can be written as a function of time,















Eq. 2.26 gives the probability of excitation of the transition line at resonance. However, as we
have seen before, in the Lamb-Dicke regime, there are different sideband transitions that are possible-
the red sideband and the blue sideband. Let Prsb be the red sideband excitation probability and Pbsb
is the blue sideband excitation probability.




p(n; n) sin2 (
2n;n 1t) (2.27)













If R = Prsb(t)Pbsb(t) , then the average phonon number is given as
n =
R
R  1 : (2.30)
Thus by measuring the ratio of red sideband and blue sideband excitation probability, it is pos-
sible to estimate the average phonon number of the ion after Doppler cooling. Using this measured
value of the average phonon number and the observed excitation probability of the trapped ion, the
experimental value of the Lamb-Dicke parameter can be obtained using Eq. 2.26, as is done in Chap-
ter 5.
2.3.1 Free Evolution of a Qubit: Ramsey Interferometry
While Rabi oscillation is a driven phenomenon, Ramsey measurement is a free evolution of a two
level system. Ramsey measurement is performed by applying two =2 pulses at resonance with an
evolution time in between and a phase difference between the pulses dependent on the free evolution
time. After applying the two pulses, the probability of excitation is measured. The probability of
excitation oscillates with the free evolution time, with the frequency of oscillation depending on the
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detuning of the laser from the resonance. The free oscillation of the qubit decays with time because
of loss of phase coherence of the qubit due to interaction with the environment, especially stray
magnetic fields. Ramsey measurement gives an insight into the free coherence time of the qubit and
the quantum information retention capability of the system.
2.4 Conclusion
We have thus seen how we can prepare a trapped ions for experiments in the quantum regime. The
radio frequency fields help to confine the ion in a limited space while laser cooling helps to bring the
ion to the quantum regime and allows us probe the quantum dynamics of the ions external motion.
The biggest advantage of trapped ion is that one can trap a single ion in space, isolated from the sur-
roundings. This opens up several possibilities of high precision measurement because the system is
no longer affected by uncontrolled interactions with other atoms or ions. While the trap potential can
shift the D states of the ion via interaction between electric quadrupole and electric field gradient,
it is a very well defined and well controlled potential, depending on a few electrical parameters and
hence can be well adjusted to suit the needs of the experiment.
All these advantages makes trapped ions an excellent system to study the weakest signature of exotic
interactions possible within an atom. In the rest of this work, we gear towards measurement of such
properties of a trapped barium ion.
In the next chapter we discuss how our measurements are helpful towards measuring the atomic
parity non-conservation in Ba+. We also develop a framework to generate global phases on several
trapped ions using electric quadruple interaction with the D-levels of barium ion. As these states
have extremely narrow linewidth, it opens up a range of possibilities to study quantum dynamics and





Electroweak Interactions and Symmetry
Breaking
Now that we have established our basic system, let us discuss the science that can be performed using
that system. Ion traps provide an extremely clean and controllable environment for quantum systems.
Barium ion has long lived D states which are coupled to the ground state with dipole forbidden tran-
sitions [23–25]. This opens up several avenues to perform precision tests of fundamental interactions
quantum manipulation of the D level using geometric phases.
Barium is a very good contender for atomic parity non-conservation measurements [26, 53, 54,
108]. These are tests of weak interactions but performed on atomic level and not using a massive
collider. These effects scale as cube of the atomic number [50, 51] and thus for barium it is quite
strong. Also since the D levels are long lived, it can allow one to probe small shifts arising from
parity non-conserving interactions.
Apart from having a long lifetime ( 32 seconds and 80 seconds for two fine structure levels), the
D levels also have an inherent quadrupole moment [26]. At it is shown here, this allows geometric
phase generation via interaction with a time dependent electric field gradient.
In this chapter, we first discuss how parity non-conserving interactions can be measured for a
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trapped barium ion. Then we move over to proposing a novel trap design which allows for geometric
phase generation for trapped ions and how we can move the system from non-abelian evolution to
abelian one via breaking the inherent symmetry of the system.
3.1 Measuring Exotic Atomic Interactions- Atomic Parity Non-Conservation
(PNC) Measurements Protocol
Figure 3.1: Relevant energy levels of a 138Ba+.
Parity-non conservation experiments look for breaking of parity symmetry in atomic systems.
Parity symmetry implies that the mirror image of a system follow the same law of physics as the sys-
tem itself. However, it has been seen that for electro-weak interaction, parity is not conserved [57].
Weak interaction, as the name suggests is extremely weak and only certain families of particles in-
teract with each other via weak interaction. One of the possible interactions are lepton-hadron weak
interaction. In an atomic system, hadrons are nucleons like protons or neutrons and electrons are
leptons.
If one looks at the S level wavefunction, one can see that the wavefunction penetrates the nu-
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cleus. This means that the electron ’spends’ sometime inside the nucleus or in more technical term,
there is a short range interaction between the nucleus and the electron. This leads to weak interac-
tion between the electron and nucleons. Parity of wavefunctions govern the selection rules in atomic
transitions. Ground state electron, because of selection rules, have a dipole forbidden transition with
the D level. However, because of the weak interaction of the electron with the nucleus, the ground
state of the Ba+ ion acquires some odd-parity despite being a pure even-parity state. This allows for
a small dipole coupling between the S-level and D-level. The goal is to estimate this parity violating
coupling between the S and D levels.
3.1.1 Methodology and Required Parameters
Figure 3.2: Scheme for measurement of atomic PNC.
The scheme for measuring atomic PNC relies on A.C. stark shift (shift of energy levels of an atom
induces by off-resonant light) induced by electric field and electric field gradients on the S D tran-
sition [53]. As Fig. 3.2 shows, first the barium ion is held at the node of a standing wave. This leads
to a AC stark shift because of the electric field gradient interacting with the transitional quadrupole
between S and D levels. Then we switch on the second standing wave such that the ion is at the
anti-node of the standing wave, where the electric field is maximum. Now, because of the small
dipole coupling due to PNC between the S andD levels, it leads to a further shift of the levels. From
measurement of these shifts along with some input parameters, one can obtain the PNC hamiltonian
coupling S and D levels.
If one considers m and m0 as the two zeeman sub-levels for S and D states, then the effective






taking into account the contribution from the quadrupole and the PNC induced dipole transitions.





















Here PNCm0m is the matrix element arising from the parity non-conserving interaction. In terms of









Here HPNC is given as [50, 53]





(Zion + 1) e
: (3.5)
Kr is a relativistic factor arising from the fact that electrons in heavy elements are moving at
relativistic velocities in stable orbit. This factor for barium is approximately is 3. Wn and Wn are
the electronic binding energies of the levels n and n. The binding energy increases with the increase
of the nuclear charge and hence heavier elements are better candidates for measurement of parity
non-conserving effects. i comes from time reversal invariance requirements. QW is the weak charge
and signifies the strength of weak interaction. It is given as QW = Z(1   4 sin2 W )   N where
sin2 W = 0:230 from particle collision measurements. The goal of the experiment is measurement
ofQW and to open an independent line of enquiry into weak interactions, via experiments performed
at a different scale of energies.
If we look at Eq. 3.4, we will see that the primary requirement for estimating PNCm0m is very pre-
cise knowledge of the dipole matrix elements coupling the P and D levels. As a part of this thesis,
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we performed high precision measurement of the dipole matrix element of the transition 6P1=2 to
5D3=2. This was done by precisely measuring the branching fraction for this transition and from
existing knowledge of the lifetime of the P1=2 level. The requirement of level of precision is less
than 1% as the benchmark is set by the most accurate measurement in cesium atom [105] that can
distinguish different alternatives of the Standard Model [50].
3.1.2 Branching Fraction Measurement
Figure 3.3: Level diagram for branching fraction measurement.
Branching fraction is the measure of the probability of an electron de-exciting via one path over
another. Ideally, one excites the electron to the upper level and then observes the path by which it
decays by measuring the wavelength of the photon which is emitted [55]. The process is repeated
numerous times to obtain the branching fraction.
However, the above measurement process has some limitations. First of all, for dipole coupled
excited states, the upper state lifetime is of the order of a few nanoseconds [100]. So from an exper-
imental point of view that becomes a challenge to synchronize the experiment with such short time
scales. Also it would require the use of pulsed lasers with sub nanosecond pulse widths to determin-
istically excite the electron and shut down the excitation laser because that would interfere with the
photon count measurement. Pulse lasers, by the very nature of them, have large wavelength spread
and thus can cause off-resonant excitation and affect the precision of the measured value. Contin-
uous laser excitation and observation of optical nutation as performed by Davidson [111] provides
the values of the branching fraction but with uncertainties dominated by model parameters such as
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detuning, intensity, etc.
The second experimental difficulty comes from the fact that when measuring two separate wave-
lengths, it is hard to calibrate the detection efficiencies with high precision. The reason detection
efficiencies play a huge role is the following:
Lets say the experiment is performed one million times and we want to see how many photons come
via decay path 1 (which we call green photons) and how many via decay path 2 (which we call red
photons), as shown in Fig. 3.3. Lets assume that the branching fractions are p1 and p2, which means
out of one million experiments, p1  1; 000; 000 green photons are emitted and p2  1; 000; 000 red
photons are emitted. However, because of detection efficiencies we will detect only a fraction of
these two. Now without the precise knowledge of the detection efficiencies for each wavelength it is
not possible to obtain the proper branching fraction by the ratio of the detected number of photons for
each wavelength. This leads to additional uncertainty in the measurement of the branching fraction.
This scheme however can be improved by considering the fact that p1 + p2 = 1 [109]. And also
by considering the following dynamics using a continuous beam laser, which allows us to eliminate
the use of pulsed lasers.
Lets consider the level diagram shown in Fig. 3.3. First the green laser is turned on. In that










(ge(t)  eg(t)) + p1 ee(t) (3.7)
and
_dd = p2 ee(t): (3.8)
Here ii is the population in the i th state and ij is the population transfer between the i; j th
state. Physically, if the green laser is kept switched on, the electron will shuttle between jgi and jei a
few times and then decay into the jdi level, which is not optically driven to the jei state. Thus finally
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all the population will decay into the jdi state giving rise to the following equality
Z 1
0
_dd(t) dt = 1: (3.9)




  _ee(t) dt: (3.10)
From Eq. 3.9, 3.10 and 3.8, we obtain
< n >=
1
1  p1 ; (3.11)
where the fact p1 + p2 = 1 has been used. Now since the final photon emitted is not green but
red, so the average number of green photons emitted, while the green laser is driving the transition is
given as
Ng =< n >  1 = p
1  p: (3.12)
Thus we have a relation between the number of green photons emitted while the population is
pumped into jei state using the green laser and the branching fraction along decay path jei ! jgi.
Now if we pump out the population from theD level using a red laser, it will emit only one green
photon before it decouples from the red laser. By counting that photon, we can estimate the detection
efficiency of the green wavelength with extremely high precision because if we run the experiment a
million times, we know that only one million green photons will be emitted during the entire process.
So by counting the actual number of green photons that we detect during that time, we can obtain a
very precise value of the green detection efficiency.
One of the underlying assumption of the above algorithm is that there is no decay from the jdi
level to jgi level. This is true for barium ion where the meta stable states have lifetimes of the or-
der of 30 seconds and thus during the experimental cycle, which usually lasts for a about a hundred
microsecond, we can ignore the decay from jdi to jgi. The advantage of this detection is that the
measurement involves only one wavelength of light and it is completely independent of the detuning
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and intensity of the probe laser. It has some systematics which will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.
This scheme will only apply for a Lamda-type system where the excited level decays into one
ground state and one meta-stable state. The whole measurement algorithm will become more compli-
cated for levels where it decays into two or more metastable levels. The details of such a measurement
process is described in details in Tarun Dutta’s thesis [114] where we performed branching fraction
measurement of 6P3=2 level of the barium ion.
3.2 Quadrupole Transition and Quadrupole Moment of 5D5=2 level
For an atomic system interacting with an electromagnetic field, the transition between two levels j 1i
and j 2i is governed by Z
 1(x)T 2(x)dx: (3.13)
Now based on the symmetry of j 1i and j 2i as well as that of the transitional moment T , the
integral can either vanish or have a non-zero value, the latter being an allowed transition. For atomic
levels, that is solutions for spherically symmetric potentials, the parity of a state is given by ( 1)l,
where l is th orbital quantum number of the states involved in the transition. For barium ion, thus the
S level (l=0) have even parity, P (l=1) have odd and D (l=2) levels have even parity.
For a transition to take place, the integral must have a non-zero value, which is possible when the
integrand has a even parity. The parity of the integrand also depends on the parity of the transitional
moment. The dipole transition has an odd parity (depends on x, y and z), while quadrupole transition
has even parity (depends quadratically on the dimensional variables). Thus for a transition between
S and D levels, dipole pathway is forbidden while the quadrupole transition is allowed.








 (~  ~r)(~k  ~r) 5D5=2;m0 ; (3.14)
where E0 is the amplitude of electric field of the light, r is the spatial variable for the electron, ~ is
the polarization vector, ~k is the wave vector of the light and m and m0 are the zeeman sub-levels of
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the S and D state. As can be seen, unlike dipole transition, where the dependence is linear in r, for
quadrupole, it is quadratic in r.
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1CA c(m)ij inj; (3.15)
where g(m) = c(m)ij inj is the geometric contribution to the quadrupolar coupling strength
between the S and D levels. m is the change of the magnetic quantum number for the transition
between different zeeman levels (m and m0). For transition between 6S1=2, which has two zeeman
sub-levels, m = 12 , and 5D5=2, which has 6 zeeman sub-levels, m = 12 ;32 ;52 , the allowed
values for m are m = 0, m = 1 and m = 2. m = 3 are not allowed because
quadrupole coupling cannot cause angular momentum change of more than 2. Thus there are 10
allowed transitions between all the zeeman sub-levels of 6S1=2 and 5D5=2.
To calculate the geometric contribution to the coupling strength, let  is the angle between the mag-
netic field and the 1760 nm laser beam and  is the angle between the magnetic field and the polar-














cos  sin 2+ i sin  sinj: (3.18)
Based on these relations, Fig. 3.4 shows the variation of the quadrupolar coupling strength with
respect to the geometrical parameters of the system [59]. This variation of the coupling strength al-
lows us to choose a particular transition set, given by the allowed value(s) ofm by varying the laser
polarization and the magnetic field direction. The beam direction is usually fixed and is determined
by the setup geometry.
Other than having a quadrupole coupling with the ground state, the D levels also have inherent
quadrupole moments. Because the D levels have even parity, like the quadrupole moment operator,
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Figure 3.4: Figure showing variation of the coupling strength for transitions for differentm values
between the zeeman sub-levels of 6S1=2 and the 5D5=2 states with respect to the geometric parame-
ters of the system.
and angular momentum greater than 1, these levels have a finite value of the quadrupole moment.
Knowledge of the quadrupole moment of the levels opens up the possibility of estimating the wave-
function of bariumD levels. This in turn fuels the theoretical models required to describe interacting
multi-particle systems such as couple cluster theories. Apart from pinning down on models for many
body theories, the quadrupole shift is an important shift for any optical ion clock, including Ba+.
For an atomic level with angular momentum j, the quadrupole shift for a given zeeman level is







j(j + 1)  3m2
j(2j   1) (3 cos
2    1); (3.19)
where (D; j) is the inherent value of the quadrupole moment of the D level and dEzdz is the
electric field gradient along the z direction.  is the angle between the quantization axis, defined by
the magnetic field and the principle axis of the electric field gradient, which in this case is the line
joining the two end caps. Eq. 2.11 gives the electric field gradient experienced by a trapped ion due
to the axial DC potentials as a a function of the axial trapping frequency of the ion.







j(j + 1)  3m2
j(2j   1) (3 cos
2    1): (3.20)
For our trap, the measured value of !z for end cap voltage of 1000 V is about 1:5 MHz. Using
the theoretical value of quadrupole moment of barium ion [26], we can estimate that the shift of the
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level due to quadrupolar interaction is of the order of 200 Hz. Thus we need to be able to develop
laser system having linewidth and stability of less than 200 Hz. Development and experiments with
such a system is described in chapters 3 and 5.
3.3 Geometric Phase
Geometric phase originates due to cyclic time evolution of an Hamiltonian. This phase can be dis-
tinguished from the usual dynamical phase by its dependence on the quantum level structure of the
system and the form of the time evolution of the involved Hamiltonian. Although geometric phase
depends on the quantum level structure, it is independent of the energy eigenvalues. Therefore it
is largely conceived as immune to external perturbations and hence a good quantum computation
resource [74–78]. Any quantum computation at its basic level requires quantum gates for both single
and two qubits. In order to perform reliably as a component of a quantum computation system, these
quantum gates needs to have an error generation probability of 10 4, which is known as fault toler-
ant threshold (FTT) [79]. So far the only single qubit operation that has shown such kind of FTT is
based on an ion trap experiment [80] . Lemmer et. al [81] proposed a protocol based on spin phonon
interaction which has the potential to beat the FTT. However, their analysis is specific to the proposed
qubit system. Geometric phase, being inherently robust to external field fluctuations, provide a likely
resource which can be exploited to create quantum gates having such FTT.
In general, the robustness of geometric phase is an inherent property of the mechanics itself.
Therefore understanding the origin of such robustness in the context of geometric phase in spin sys-
tem can allow for more controllability on such geometric phase gates. Any universal quantum com-
putation will need single and two qubit gates which are both Abelian and non-Abelian in nature [74].
In most cases, studies on geometric phases are restricted to either of these two regimes [82–85].
Here we put forward a study in which we can go from Abelian to non-Abelian regime in the same
spin system by slowly breaking the symmetry of the system. Analysis of such a system not only
provides insights into the underlying physical processes governing each of the limits but also ef-
fectively probes the limits of the adiabatic theorem [86], [87] and the relation of adiabaticity and
non-abelian behaviour. This is relevant as most of the quantum states are operated in the super-
adiabatic regime [88]. Our analysis also provides room for identifying the relevant parameters which
influence the phase fluctuation in different regimes.
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3.4 Symmetry Breaking: Non-Abelian to Abelian
3.4.1 Theory
A quantum system, with a time dependent Hamiltonian which evolves implicitly and adiabatically
with time, acquires an extra geometric phase, on top of its dynamical phase. In [69], Berry formulated
the form of this geometric phase under adiabatic approximation as
Gn = i
I
h njrr j ni dR (3.21)
for the nth eigenstate. The quantity n = h njrr j ni is called the gauge of the evolution be-
cause it remains invariant under any similarity transformation, except those involving the variable of
the evolution themselves. This definition of the ’scalar’ gauge holds only for non-degenerate levels.
For degenerate levels, because multiple eigenstates belong to the same energy level, the definition
is generalized to a matrix gauge mn = i h mj rr j ni, where m and n belong to the degenerate
subspace [63], [89].
The adiabatic form of geometric phase can also be derived from the adiabatic theorem. The




 _ mE  X
n 6=m
Cn
h mj _H j ni
En   Em e
i(n m); (3.22)
where the statesm and n are non-degenerate and m and n are the dynamical phases. The above
equation governs the time dependence of the probability amplitudes of the states, beyond the dynam-
ical contribution. Under adiabatic approximation, h mj _H j ni  (En Em) and hence the second
term in Eq. 3.22 can be neglected in comparison to the first term. Thus for adiabatic evolution, there
is no ’mixing’ of the different eigenstates. However, as a consequence of the time dependence of the
Hamiltonian, there is an additional phase, on top of the dynamical phase, governed by
D
 
 _ E. Un-
der the conditions of implicit time dependence, this term leads to the underlying gauge of geometric
phase as derived by Berry.
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This opens up a wide range of possibilities. Now the system is no longer restricted to phases gen-
erated by fundamental interaction but by engineering different state evolution, any phase (gauge) can
be imposed onto the system. This leads to the term ’artificial gauge’. Now, depending on the system
and the interaction, this artificial gauge can be commuting with each other or non-commuting. When
the gauge is commuting, it is called an Abelian gauge and when it is non-commuting it is called a
non-abelian gauge.
Abelian evolution corresponds to evolution without any population transfer. For a non-degenerate
set of levels, under adiabatic condition, all evolutions are Abelian, since adiabaticity guarantees lack
of population transfer or mixing. Degenerate levels can also have Abelian evolutions, if the underly-
ing gauge matrix corresponding to the degenerate subspace is diagonal.
On the contrary, non-Abelian evolutions inherently introduces mixing of states or population
transfer between the states. For a degenerate subspace, if the off-diagonal elements of the gauge
matrix are nonzero, then the evolution is considered as non-Abelian [63], [89]. However, degener-
acy itself does not guarantee non-zero off diagonal elements. A subspace of non-degenerate levels,
under certain evolutions can have non-zero off diagonal elements. However, conditions imposed by
adiabaticity does not leave room for population transfer in such cases and the off-diagonal elements
have no physical significance under such conditions. This can be easily demonstrated from Eq. 3.22
as the coupling term drops off because of finite strength of the oscillatory function and the relatively
smaller coupling strength in the adiabatic limit.
3.4.2 Non-Abelian to Abelian Changeover
Now that we have establish that there two types of evolution, the natural question is whether it is
possible to transfer smoothly from one form of evolution to another and what is the dynamics of the
system when such a change over is taking place. To achieve this, we need an evolution with degen-
eracies and focus on non-Abelian degenerate subspaces. Now, if we introduce non-degeneracy into
the system, without changing the underlying geometry and hence the gauge matrix of the evolution,
then we can observe the physical significance of the off-diagonal elements slowly diminishing and
vanishing in the Abelian regime. Geometry in this context implies the implicit parameters via which
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the Hamiltonian was changing with time. Thus the primary goal in this thesis is to study the dynam-
ics of the off-diagonal elements with respect to the symmetry breaking field. This also allows us to
probe the Adiabatic theorem the limits of which, under the influence of a symmetry breaking field
has long been debated [86], [87]
.
3.5 The System
A trapped barium ion interacting with electric multipoles provides the basic system under considera-
tion. The quadrupole moment of theD level of the barium ion, interacting with a time varying electric
field gradient provides the basic system which is required to study the geometric phase evolution and
the effect of symmetry breaking in such a system. The time dependent interaction is induced by a
variation of the electric field gradient observed by the trapped ion. The time dependence is such that
the principle axes describe a conical path about the degeneracy point as shown in Fig. 3.5. The spin
3=2 interacting with the electric field gradient maintains a time reversal symmetry and hence there
are Kramer’s degeneracies in the system, i.e., j1=2i and j3=2i states form two pairs of degenerate
subspaces. The Hamiltonian of quadrupole interaction, as is shown in Eq. 3.23 has S^2+ terms and
hence couples the j1=2i substates. Thus the j1=2i subspace undergoes non-Abelian evolution.
The Hamiltonian however cannot couple j3=2i states, which have a m = 3 and thus cannot be
coupled by the quadratic terms in angular momentum operator. Hence the j3=2i subspace under-
goes Abelian evolution. This however is true only within quadrupole approximation which limits the
field expansion to S2 terms.
To induce the non-Abelian to Abelian transition, we now apply a time dependent magnetic field
along with the electric field gradient. The magnetic field lifts the Kramer’s degeneracy of the sys-
tem and hence drives the system away from non-Abelian behaviour. However, for a true changeover
from non-Abelian to Abelian, the underlying gauge is required to be the same in the presence of the
magnetic field. This is achieved by making the magnetic field rotate along with the electric field gra-
dient. This preserves the ’geometry’ of the system even in the presence of the magnetic field as the
quantization axis remains unchanged. ’Geometry’ in this context implies the transformation which
connects the diagonal basis of the Hamiltonian with the stationary basis. Because of this constancy
of ’geometry’, the underlying gauge of the evolution remains invariant. The geometry preservation
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Figure 3.5: Configuration of the applied electric field gradient and magnetic field for inducing non-
Abelian to Abelian symmetry breaking. In the adiabatic regime, for the j1=2i substates, absence of
magnetic field is non-Abelian while non-zero magnetic field gives rise to Abelian evolution.
is also ensured by the fact that symmetry breaking Hamiltonian commutes with the non-Abelian
Hamiltonian. This allows us to describe the system in both Abelian and non-Abelian regime using
the same eigenbasis, which to avoid ambiguity, is taken as the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian in the
Abelian regime. In the following sections a detailed theoretical description of the system’s evolution
under the influence of the time varying field is derived.
3.5.1 Non-Abelian Regime
The quadrupole moment of the spin 3=2 system interacting with an electric field gradient gives rise
to the non-Abelian geometry for the j1=2i subspace. The Hamiltonian for a quadrupole moment-








where Qij is the ijth component of the quadrupole moment and is defined for spin systems as
Qij = c(
1
2(SiSj + SjSi)  13
 !
S 2ij). @Ei@xj is the ijth component of the electric field gradient tensor.
In our case, because of a suitable choice of the principle axes, only the @Ez@z component of the
electric field gradient tensor contributes to the Hamiltonian of the system. Thus, in the non-Abelian







where Sz0 = Sx sin  cos+Sy sin  sin+Sz cos , c being the strength of interaction and  = !t,
! being the rotational frequency of the electric field gradient.
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The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are doubly degenerate as electric field preserves Kramer’s
degeneracy between the Zeeman levels. The two doubly degenerate subspaces consists of
32 cor-
responding to eigenvalue c and
12 corresponding to eigenvalue  c. To obtain the gauge matrices
corresponding to these sets of states through the relation mn = i h mj rr j ni, the wavefunctions
in the stationary frame are required. Starting from the diagonal Hamiltonian in the rotating frame, we
use Wigner-D matrices to obtain the laboratory frame Hamiltonian. The respective gauge matrices
in the laboratory frame are-
3=2 =
0B@32 cos  0




0B@12 cos  sin 
sin   12 cos 
1CA
.
From these matrices, we can see that for the subspace
12, we have non-zero off-diagonal
elements. Hence the degenerate subspace
12 follows non-Abelian evolution. In the non-Abelian
regime, the eigengauge is given by the eigenvalues of the gauge matrix,12
p
4  3 cos2 . For 32,
the off-diagonal elements are zero, implying that the states are not mixed by the interaction and thus
they experience Abelian evolution.
3.5.2 Abelian Regime
To transfer the system from non-Abelian regime to Abelian regime, we apply a symmetry breaking
magnetic field. However, to make any comparison between the two situations, we require the ’ge-
ometry’ of the system to remain invariant in the presence of the magnetic field. More precisely, the
connection between the diagonal basis and the stationary frame, which is the Wigner D matrices,
should remain the same in the presence or absence of the magnetic field.
The Hamiltonian in the Abelian regime obtained by the application of the magnetic field in the
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S2)  bSz0 : (3.25)
The eigenvalue of the
12 subspace now becomes  c  12b. However, the gauge matrices
remain unchanged. In the Abelian configuration, the adiabatic theorem leads us to conclude that the
off diagonal elements of the gauge matrix corresponding to this set of states, do not contribute to
any physical observable including geometric phase. In this regime, the underlying gauge is simply
12 cos  corresponding to the two states.
3.5.3 Non-Abelian to Abelian Changeover
In the two regimes, the states, j1=2i, are governed by two different underlying gauges given by
12
p
4  3 cos 2 for non-Abelian and 12 cos  for Abelian. The physical manifestation of the
gauges is obtained through phase dependent energy shifts. When a system continuously acquires
phase, then it manifests itself in the form of shifted energy level. If the rate of phase acquisition is ,
then the shift of the energy level is given by ~. Now, for the geometric phase, if the phase acquired
per cycle of evolution is g, the gauge of that evolution is n and the implicit variable, as defined in
Eq. 3.21, varies with time as R(t) = !t, then the rate of phase acquisition is given by n!. Thus
the shift of the energy level, which is equal to the rate of phase acquisition, is directly proportional to
the gauge of the evolution as well as the frequency. Now when the system moves from non-Abelian
to Abelian evolution, the gauge of the transformation changes and thus the variation of the energy
level shifts, on top of the energy eigenvalue, while going from non-Abelian to Abelian is the primary
signature of such a transition.
In the true adiabatic regime (! ! 0), even the smallest value of bwill drive the system away from
non-Abelian to Abelian. However, for finite values of !, the system is governed by two timescales,
one depends on !, the rotational frequency of the fields and the other depends on b, which determines
the splitting between the j1=2i states. For a finite !, the Abelian regime can only be achieved for
b !.
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3.6 Dressed State Calculations
Unlike the systems studied so far, the system presented here allows a well controlled symmetry
breaking field within the same similarity group, thus probing the system evolution at the boundary
of commuting and non-commuting basis. In the previous section we have seen that by changing the
system from non-Abelian to Abelian regime, the off-diagonal elements loses their physical signifi-
cance. Continuous tunability of our system allows us to investigate the dynamics of the off diagonal
elements with respect to symmetry breaking magnetic field. As it turns out these off-diagonal terms
plays an important role in the assumptions of adiabatic theorem.
For studying the dynamics of the off diagonal elements, we begin at the basic Eq. (3.22) gov-
erning the evolution of two states. Working with the j1=2i subspace, we assume that ! is small
compared to c such that we can neglect the coupling between j1=2i and j3=2i subspaces. By




0B@ !2 cos  ! sin  eibt





For b = 0, Eq. 3.26 governs the behaviour in the non-Abelian regime.
Therefore
H =
0B@ !2 cos  ! sin  eibt
! sin  e ibt  !2 cos 
1CA (3.27)
is like an effective Hamiltonian governing the evolution of the states
12 for a given value of !
and b.
3.6.1 Application of Dressed State Method
The dressed state approach, which is a derivative of the Floquet Theorem of differential equations
with periodic co-efficients, takes into account the full time dependence and allows us to obtain the
true eigenvalues, considering all the effects of the time dependence. Even though it was first de-
veloped to deal with atom photon interaction, it can be generalized to any equation with periodic
co-efficients. For a detailed description of the mathematical algorithm applied here to obtain the
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eigenvalues of Eq. (3.27), please refer to [66].
The eigenvalues obtained using the dressed state method provides the complete picture including
the effect of phase dependent energy shifts of the levels. It also allows us to obtain the complete
dependence of the geometric phase on b and ! and thus letting us to probe not only the limiting cases
but the entire behaviour.
































Figure 3.6: Figure demonstrates the non-Abelian to Abelian symmetry breaking. Figure (a) depicts
the three dimensional dependence of the gauge on b and !. Figures (b),(c) and (d) show the behaviour
of the system moving away from the non-Abelian point for angular frequencies of 1, 10 and 100
Hz. As can be seen, with increase of rotational frequency, the transition of the system becomes
slower. The non-abelian behaviour is ’retained’ for higher values of magnetic field for a higher
angular frequency, the figure also demonstrates that by selecting appropriate values of b and !, we
can control the behaviour of the system precisely, with the phase acquired defined only by the pair
of values of b and !. For these graphs, the value of  is kept as 57:3o. Magnetic field b and angular
frequencies ! are expressed in Hz.














0B@  !2 cos    !+  ! sin  ei(b+!+ ! )t





Now if we choose ! =  b2 , then the above 2  2 matrix becomes time independent and all
the information about the time dependence of the system becomes encoded in behaviour of 1(t)
and 2(t). Such a choice of the values of ! converts the above equation into a time independent
problem, with an effective Hamiltonian given by
HD =
0B@ !2 cos  + b2  ! sin 
 ! sin  !2 cos    b2
1CA : (3.30)
The Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.30 is the dressed form of the effective Hamiltonian given by Eq. (3.27).
The advantage is that we converted the time dependent problem into an effective time independent
problem thus allowing us to capture the complete behaviour of the system through the eigenvalues of
the dressed Hamiltonian.
Solving Eq.3.30, we obtain the eigenvalues as !2
q
4 sin 2 + cos 2 + ( b! )
2   2 cos  b! . The













4 sin 2 + cos 2 + (
b
!






Here  represents the phase dependent energy shift of the levels. As can be seen, this shift is of
the form n!, n being the nth eigenstate. In the pure non-Abelian or Abelian regime, the value of
n is independent of b or !.
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4  3 cos2 :
We can reach the Abelian limit by putting ! ! 0 for any value of b 6= 0. However, physically,
the exact value of ! required to reach the Abelian limit, depends on the value of b and hence a more




As we can see in the Abelian or the non-Abelian limit, the gauge is independent of b and ! and
is dependent only on the geometric parameters of the system. However, in the intermediate region, it
is dependent on both b and !, as is shown by Eq. 3.32.
It should be mentioned here that the choice of ! =  b2 is also a valid choice of the ansatz.
However, this choice represents an opposite sense of rotation of the fields. Therefore this alternative
choices corresponds to a difference of  of the angle between ! and b.
3.7 Perturbative Analysis for Intermediate Region
In the previous section, we have obtained the complete behavior of the system. However, the dressed
state approach do not reveal the underlying physical phenomenon governing the intermediate regime.
The physical processes, that is the system dependence on external parameters, controlling the two
limits is however known. Now to obtain the physics of the intermediate regime, we approach per-
turbatively from the two well defined limits, where either b = 0 or b!  1 and try to identify the
physical processes driving the system away from the two limits.
In this section our goal is to capture the response of the system due to small changes in system
parameter (b or !) from its two extreme limits. The key point is a suitable perturbation parameter
for the Hamiltonian in the two regimes. As the non-Abelian and Abelian regimes are very different
in nature one should not expect to use the same unperturbed Hamiltonian to describe both. Starting




The Abelian limit corresponds to the situation where b  !. In this condition, the phase dependent
energy shift is given by !2 cos . The effective time independent Hamiltonian which can describe this
system, including the phase dependent energy shifts, can be written as
HAD =
0B@12 cos !   b2 0
0  12 cos ! + b2
1CA (3.34)
Now to study the deviation of the system from the Abelian limit, we rewrite the total dressed
Hamiltonian as
HD = HAD + HAD;
where HAD = HD  HAD is the perturbing Hamiltonian. The form of HAD comes out as
HAD =
0B@ 0 ! sin 
! sin  0
1CA : (3.35)
Now we calculate the terms of the perturbation series using b! as perturbation parameter. The first
order contribution of this perturbation being zero, the leading order term of the perturbation series is





cos    b!
: (3.36)
As the perturbation series reveals, the ’non-Abelian’ perturbation does not effect the energy levels
of the unperturbed states, Eq. 3.36. However, it causes a population transfer between the eigenstates
as is given by a non-zero second order term. We also notice that decreasing the value of b! , which we
know takes the system away from Abelian behaviour, also increases the coupling between the two
states.
This perturbation however fails when b! approaches cos . This is because for b = ! cos , the
second order contribution has a singularity. This point indicates a deviation of the guiding physics
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Figure 3.7: The figure depicts the results of the perturbative analysis with respect to the exact be-
haviour. The dashed line corresponds to the perturbation in the abelian regime. As can be seen, the
perturbation mimics the exact behaviour till it reaches close the b = ! cos  limit of the perturba-
tion. The dotted line denotes the perturbation in the non-Abelian regime. As can be seen, the second
order perturbation in this regime does not have a strong correspondence with the exact behaviour.
This hints towards significant contribution from higher order perturbation terms, which is beyond the
scope of this work. For this graph  = 57:30 and ! = 10 Hz.
from the Abelian behaviour. For b > !j cos j, the Hamiltonian decomposition used above holds true.
3.7.2 Non-Abelian Limit
The non-Abelian limit corresponds to b  !. At the non-Abelian limit, that is b = 0, the phase
dependent energy shift is given by !2
p
4  3 cos2 . The non-Abelian Hamiltonian is given by
HNAD =
0B@12 cos ! sin !
sin !  12 cos !
1CA (3.37)
We again write the total dressed Hamiltonian as
HD = HNAD + HNAD






Now we calculate the perturbating terms using the perturbation parameter b. We find now that
unlike the Abelian limit, in this case, the first order perturbation is non-zero whereas the second order










4  3 cos2  : (3.39)
This series illuminate the fact that in the deviation of the system from non-Abelian behaviour,
level shift plays the major role. The increasing energy gap between the levels however leads to a
reduced rate of population transfer and thus drives the system away from the non-Abelian behaviour.
3.7.3 Sensitivity of Geometric Phase to Parameter Fluctuations
Having explored both the regions perturbatively, we can now analyze the influence of fluctuations of
different external parameters on the geometric phase.
To develop a general framework, let us assume that
b
0




= ! + ! (3.41)
where b and ! are the fluctuations of b and ! respectively. The phase at the two extremes, that is the
Abelian and non Abelian limits are independent of the values of b and !. However in the intermediate
regime, it is dependent on these parameters. In general, we can write the phase as follows
(b; !) = 0 + 
0
(b; !) (3.42)
where 0 is either the Abelian or non-Abelian phase and 0 is the deviation from zero in each
regime. 0 is independent of ! and b in both the limits.
Now to study the effect of fluctuation of each parameter on the geometric phase, we apply the

























































4  3 cos2  : (3.47)
From the above four equations, depicting the effect of fluctuation of parameters on the geometric
phase, it is evident that the role of ! and b are interchanged in the non-Abelian and the Abelian limits.
While the non-Abelian limit is more sensitive to magnetic field fluctuations, the Abelian limit on the
other hand is more sensitive to fluctuations of the angular frequency of their linear dependence on
magnetic field and angular frequency respectively.
Experimentally usually magnetic field noise is one of the biggest source of dephasing for quan-
tum systems as we will see in Chapter 5. From that point of view, we can say that the phase fluctu-
ations due to magnetic field noise will be much higher in the non-Abelian regime than compared to
the Abelian regime and thus the Abelian limit is much more robust against fluctuation of magnetic
field. However, if in a certain situation, robustness against rotational frequency is required, then non-
Abelian limit is a much better choice than Abelian limit.
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3.8 Modified Ion Trap Design for Geometric Phase Generation
In this section we propose a concrete experiment where we it is possible to observe such phase de-
pendent energy shifts using a single trapped ion. The trap is modified to impose a cyclic Hamiltonian
on the ion and we can observe the resultant shift in the electronic levels of the trapped ion. The in-
teraction by which we propose to impose such a time dependent Hamiltonian is the interaction of the
quadrupole moment of some chosen electronic levels with a time dependent electric field gradient,
provided by a modified trap geometry. To the best of our knowledge, the only experimental obser-
vation of similar splitting and shift has been by R. Tycko [68] who used a single crystal of KClO3,
where the crystal field gradient interacted with the nuclear quadrupole moment and the time depen-
dence has been incorporated by mechanical rotation of the crystal. The proposed experiment using a
single trapped ion however is fundamentally different in two ways. First, the electronic state of the
ion allows the manipulation of the Hamiltonian by light field. Second, the presence or absence of
static magnetic field allows the system to change between Abelian and non-Abelian geometry. This
changeover from one regime to another has so far not been studied either experimentally or theoreti-
cally. In this section the effect of the modified trap geometry on the ions energy levels are estimated
based on the electric field gradient- electric quadrupole moment interaction.
The interaction for a trapped ion with the electric field gradient is defined by Eq. 3.23. The
pre-factor c in Eq. 3.24 contains the value of the electric field gradient and the quadrupole moment
of the state under study. For a spin 32 state, which represents the angular momentum of 5D 32 state of
a trapped Ba+ ion, the eigenvalues for this Hamiltonian are c~2 and  c~2 with each of them being
doubly degenerate due to Kramer’s degeneracy. j32 > and j  32 > is the first set of doubly degenerate
eigenstates and j12 > and j   12 > consists of the second set. The value of c will depend on the value
of the quadrupole moment of the 5D 3
2
of Ba+ ion [70], as well as the magnitude of the components
of electric field gradient.
Now to transform back to the laboratory frame, we apply the Wigner D-matrices. Transformation
to the laboratory frame consists of a rotation of   along the z-axis and then   along the rotated y
axis and the third rotation being a null rotation. The time dependence comes from  = !t. Applying
the Wigner matrices we obtain the following Berry phases for the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
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Figure 3.8: Principle axis of field gradient relative to laboratory axis.  = !t is the time dependent
parameter leading to rotation of the principle axis w.r.t. lab z-axis
1 = 3(cos    1) (3.48)
2 = ((4  3 cos2 ) 12   1)
3 =  ((4  3 cos2 ) 12   1)
4 =  3(cos    1)
where 1, 2, 3 and 4 signify the states j 3=2i, j 1=2i, j1=2i and j3=2i respectively.
The constants of integration are so chosen as to ensure zero phase for  = 0. Thus incorporating the
phase dependent energy shifts, we obtain the energies of the eigenstates as
E4 = ~2   ~3(cos    1)
T










E1 = ~2 +
~3(cos    1)
T
: (3.49)
Thus the eigenvectors split depending on the Berry phase of each of the states as well as the frequency
of rotation of the Hamiltonian. The Berry phase itself is independent of any external field value but
only depends on the geometry of the rotation axis with respect to the quantization axis. This is not
surprising since this phase is a purely geometric in nature and is potentially applicable to perform
fault tolerant quantum information processing. This interaction can be mimicked by ion trap field
gradient and the electric quadrupole moment interaction of the trapped ion.
3.8.1 Implementation of Rotating Field Gradient
An ion trap is a three dimensional harmonic oscillator with the three axes of oscillation being inde-
pendent of each other, as is explained in Chapter 1. The electrodes define the trap symmetry axis. The
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Figure 3.9: The tilted potential 12V0z
02 and resultant field gradient E0zz
Figure 3.10: (i) Trap design and the resultant field gradient axis. (ii) Cross-sectional view and phase
of applied RF.
proposal is based on the fact that a potential tilted with respect to the trap symmetry axis (12V0z
02)
can give rise to a field gradient whose principal axes are tilted with respect to the trap symmetry
axes, also defined by the trapping electrodes, as shown in Fig 3.9. However it has been shown by
our calculation and also in [70] that the main contributing component is the @Ez@z component. It can
be proved by taking the potential V = 14V0x
2 + 14V0y
2   12V0z2 and calculating the Hamiltonian
of quadrupole interaction. Hence for simplicity, we consider only the @Ez@z component of the field
gradient tensor to be non-zero while the other components to be zero.
Thus the design goal is to have electrode geometry which can produce a parabolic potential ro-
tating about the linear trap axis. It can be established using a segmented four rod structure for the
end caps in a linear Paul trap and applying RF voltages on diagonally opposite end cap rods across
the body. As is demonstrated in figure 3.10, by connecting body diagonally opposite end cap rods
(e.g. A and 3) and applying suitably phase shifted RF voltage on each of the four pair of end cap
rods (2 ), it is possible to rotate a parabolic potential about the trap axis [71], leading to rotation of
the field gradient about the axis of symmetry. The proof of the fact that a tilted potential can give
rise to a tilted field gradient will be obvious by calculating the field gradient matrix from a potential
1
2V0z





component and representing it in the trap basis, i.e. RTE
0
z
0R with Euler angles , and 0.
Here we will show that such a distorted trap indeed leads to a tilted potential. We simulate the
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trap potential, given its geometry and the rotating time dependent potential, using Simion 7.0 and
plot the three components of the electric field for a position, off axis from the trap center (exactly at
the trap center the field is zero). Also we plot the electric field as obtained theoretically by taking
the gradient of the potential 12V0z
02. The electric field components, Ex,Ey and Ez are plotted as
functions of each other in a three dimensional graph as a phase diagram and the two situations are
















































Figure 3.11: Correlation of time dependent electric field components according to theoretical predic-
tions (a) and Phase diagram of time dependent electric field components from Simion (b).
As can be seen there are certain differences between the two figures. They arise out of the fact
that even though 12V0z
02 assumes a x0 and y0 symmetry, the actual trap does not have so and hence
it can lead to the difference that is observed. The value of  has been taken as 40:7o for generating
the first graph. This value corresponds to the angle a straight line, connecting the middle of two
diagonally opposite rods, makes with the trap axis. Hence we can assume that the trap creates a sort
of a distorted parabola when the above mentioned potential is applied to the end caps.
To obtain the true form of the potential in the case of the actual trap geometry, the potential along
the diagonal is plotted for two values of the end-cap voltages 500V and 1000V respectively (Fig.
3.12).
The fitting parameters show that as the voltages of the end caps are increased, potentials become
more parabolic. However, the berry phase and the resultant energy difference is independent of the
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Figure 3.12: Potential along z0 for end cap voltage of 500 and 1000.
magnitude of the field gradient and hence it should not affect the splitting of the levels.
To maintain the adiabatic condition, the precession frequency has be much smaller than the level
splitting caused by the Hamiltonian itself. As an example, for Ca ion, the splitting is of the order of
150 Hz for an electric field gradient of about 50V/mm2 [27]. Since the quadrupole moment of Ba+
is almost double that of Ca+ [70], hence we can assume that given similar gradient magnitudes, the
splitting will be of the order of 300 Hz and the rotation frequency should be much less than that. For
such low frequencies, it will not affect the motion of ions in the trap as the relevant trap frequencies
are of the order of MHz.
3.9 Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates the range of interactions that can be studied using the trapped barium ions.
Ranging from weak interaction to artificial gauges, the presence of metastable states with long life-
times, dipole forbidden transition and inherent quadrupole moment, makes barium an ideal system
to study this vast array of interactions.
The branching fraction measurement gives greater insight into the dipole matrix elements cou-
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pling different excited states while quadrupole moment measurement can potentially reveal detailed
information about the structure of the D state wavefunction of the barium ion.
From the point of view of Abelian and non-Abelian physics, this system can provide insights into
changeover from abelian to non-abelian situations. For the first time, using a combination of ion
trap potentials and external magnetic fields, it is shown here that the system can be continuously
driven from non-Abelian to Abelian regime and obtain detailed insights about the adiabaticity of a
quantum system as well obtain the capability of engineering any form of artificial gauge, as is needed
by the application. As a first step towards implementing such a scheme, one needs to measure the




Development of Experimental Setup
In course of this thesis work, a barium ion trap system has been developed and experiments were
performed. Development of the experimental set up includes
1. Developing laser systems for laser cooling of barium
2. Design and constitution of ion trap and vacuum chamber.
3. Imaging and detection systems
4. Ultra-stable narrow linewidth 1760 nm diode laser system
In the following each of the sub-system relevant to this thesis will be discussed in further details.
4.1 Laser Systems for Trapping and Laser Cooling of Barium Ion
4.1.1 493 nm laser for S-P transition (cooling laser)
The primary transition used for laser cooling of a barium ion is 6S1=2 to 6P1=2 dipolar transition.
The resonance wavelength for this transition is 493:54537 nm in vacuum. Lack of suitable diodes in
this wavelength region forced us to obtain this wavelength via frequency doubling of a 986 nm laser
diode. The frequency doubled system is a commercially available Toptica SHG PRO system with an
output power of about 90 mW at 493 nm.
The first stage of the system comprised of an ECDL operating at 986 nm and giving an output
of about 200 mW. A small part of this laser power is sampled for purposes of frequency stabilization
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with respect to a reference cavity and wavelength measurements. The rest of it is sent to a bow-tie
cavity with a doubling crystal inside. A cavity is used to enhance the conversion efficiency of the
frequency doubling crystal by creating a multi-pass system. The cavity is designed such that it forms
a cavity for only 986 nm while it is transparent to 493 nm light at the output mirror. The cavity length
can be adjusted by a piezo. The cavity length is locked by Pound Drever Hall technique to the output
of the 986 nm laser to give about 90 mW power at 493 nm with manufacturer specified linewidth of
about 1MHz.
The laser output of the 493 nm laser has several optimization parameters. Primarily it is the
temperature of the doubling crystal which is optimized for non-critical phase matching of the non-
linear process. The temperature range for this phase matching is quite narrow and often is about 1 K
wide. So optimization of temperature is one of the key points for optimal output power. Secondly,
the power can be maximized by the cavity alignment. Maximum power output is obtained by sup-
pressing all but one transverse mode of the doubling cavity. The alignment mirrors are a part of the
commercial setup provided by Toptica. And lastly, it is the crystal alignment within the cavity as well
as small alignment of the output mirror which has to be fine tuned to maximize the power output of
the system. Usually the system is quite stable, requiring adjustment of the alignment in an interval
of more than six months.
Frequency Stabilization of Cooling Laser
Frequency stabilization means keeping the laser at a fixed pre-defined frequency. While a waveme-
ter provides monitoring of the actual wavelength, a frequency stabilization setup provides an active
feedback to the laser to keep the frequency at the right value. Moreover wavemeter requires fre-
quent calibration to provides desired accuracy because of which frequency is often referenced with
a transition of an element or a molecule. Frequency stabilization is an important part of the optical
setup for the experimental system. This is because there is always a frequency drift of all ECDLs
and this effects the response of the ion. For example, if the cooling laser drifts to the blue side of the
transition, then instead of cooling, it will start heating the ion and ion can even be lost from the trap.
For frequency stabilization of the 493 nm laser, we use the spectrum of 130Te2 molecule. Mod-
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ulation transfer spectroscopy has been used, which is a modification of the saturated absorption
spectroscopy. The optical setup is shown in Fig. 4.1.
DDSBoardRF Mixer




















Figure 4.1: The setup for Saturated Absorption Spectroscopy and Modulation Transfer Spectroscopy
of 130Te2. It shows the optical layout as well as the electronic requirements to obtain the spectro-
scopic signals.
The Te2 comes in a quartz cell and is a solid metal deposited on the wall of the cell. To obtain
reasonable vapour pressure of Te2, we heat the cell to about 550o C. The challenge here is to create
a proper design which can maintain the cell at high temperatures and at the same time the assembly
can be used on the optical table as a part of an optical setup. Uniformity of heating is also a major
concern as colder part of the cell can have solid Te2 deposition. Since in the entire setup, the windows
of the cell are usually exposed to the outside atmosphere, they tend to be the coldest part of the cell.
However, the design of the internal mount, as shown in Fig. 4.2 is made such that the windows of the
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cell are also heated uniformly as the rest of the cell.
First the cell is put in a two piece stainless steel jacket as is shown in Fig. 4.2 and then a ceramic
heating collar, from Watlow (model no. MBIJ3ANI-X48), is used to heat the cell. Then the entire
contraption is wrapped with high temperature insulation tape such that it tightly fit inside a 10 cm
stainless cylinder which is then placed on a stand on the table. Fig. 4.3 shows the image of the setup
as placed on the optical table.
Figure 4.2: CAD drawing showing the architecture of the Te cell assembly inside the enclosure. The
yellow part is the cell, the gray are the stainless steel covers (stainless steel because aluminium has
melting point near 600o C and we are heating to about 550o C) and the purple is the ceramic band
heater used to heat the cell.
Figure 4.3: The complete tellurium cell setup. The stainless steel cylinder houses the cell. The cell
temperature is 550o C while the temperature outside the cylinder is about 50o C.
Using this design we achieved high thermal insulation with the cell temperature being around
550o C and the outside temperature of the cylinder being around 50o C.
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We use a modulation frequency of 5:79 MHz to drive the EOM, from Qubig (model no. EO-
F6M3-VIS), resonantly. The setup provides both saturated absorption spectrum of Te2 as well as
modulation transfer spectra of it as is shown in Fig. 4.4. The drift of 493 nm laser is restricted by
frequency locking the ECDL of 986 nm master laser to an MTS resonance, near 493 nm, which is
330MHz blue detuned from the barium resonance as is shown in Fig. 4.4. The actual locking of the
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Figure 4.4: The figure shows the saturated absorption spectra and the modulation transfer spectra of
tellurium in the frequency region around the 493 nm transition of barium. The red box in figure (a)
shows the mts peak where the 493 nm laser is locked.
493 nm laser is performed in two stages. First, the master laser is locked to a reference cavity whose
length can be adjusted by a piezo. Once the laser is locked to the cavity, the cavity is then locked
to the Tellurium saturated absorption peak, which takes care of any drift of the cavity or ECDL over
time.
4.1.2 413 nm Ionization Laser
To trap barium in an ion trap, we need to create ionized barium. While that can be done in several
ways, such as electron beam ionization, where high energy electrons knock out one electron from the
atom, we used resonant laser photoionization using a single 413nm ECDL laser [91–97,120].
The photoionization by 413 nm is a two photon process, as is shown in Fig. 4.5. The first photons
resonantly excites the barium atom to an intercombination line, having a line width of about 200 kHz
and then the second photon takes the electron to a auto-ionization state near-resonantly from where
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Figure 4.5: The spectrum of neutral barium. The 413 nm laser first excites the atom to an intercom-
bination state. Then the second photon excites the atom to an auto-ionization state [97].
the electron is ejected from the atom. The spectra for neutral barium atom is shown in Fig. 4.5, as
a reference to the scheme. The resonance of this transition is 413:2426 nm, in air. While there are
some other photoionization schemes for barium, all of them require multiple lasers for the process.
The advantage of our process is that it requires a single laser and yet it is as selective as a resonant
multi-laser process.
4.2 Design of the Ion Trap
The ion trap used for this experiment is a linear Paul trap with blade like RF electrodes. This ensures
harmonicity of the potential near the trap center. Figure 4.6 shows the CAD drawing of the RF blades
and end cap electrodes.
The blade design of the RF electrodes allowed us to reduce the distance between the rf blades in
the trapping region without compromising on the optical access and photon collection efficiency. For
the trap used, the distance between the blades of the RF electrodes, is 1:4 mm.
The end caps are also designed to have a hyperbolic surface facing the ions to ensure harmonic
trapping potential. Fig. 4.6 shows the design of the end caps used for the trap. The trap electrodes
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: The CAD drawings of the trap electrodes. Fig. (a) is the RF electrode which provides
the radial confinement via RF voltages and Fig. (b) is the end cap electrode which provides the axial
confinement.
Figure 4.7: The complete trap design.
are held in place using electrically insulating ceramic called Macor. Macor, along with providing
insulation, also has low de-gassing rates and high thermal stability which is extremely good for UHV
environment. Fig 4.7 shows the complete trap design. The macor has holes for holding the barium
atomic ovens. These ovens are thin and long metallic cylinders which are heated to high temperatures
( 1000oC) by passing current through them. This in turn leads to the production of barium vapour
forming a beam of neutral barium atoms which are then ionized inside the trap by the 413 nm laser.
Fig. 4.8 shows a picture of the actual trap while it is being assembled. The wires used for
connection are Kapton coated copper wires. Kapton provides insulation and have low out gassing
properties, making them ideal for wire insulation in UHV environment. The whole trap as shown
in the picture along with all electrical connections is assembled on a single CF 200 flange, thereby
minimizing the assembly error of the trap and the collection optics.
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Figure 4.8: The actual trap while assembling. The ions are trapped in the empty space between the
electrodes.
4.3 Vacuum Chamber Design
The ion trap is housed inside a vacuum chamber. The collision of the test particles with surrounding
atmosphere, which is made up of a huge number of particles, is the bane of atomic physics. Reduc-
ing the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere, means lesser number of atoms in the vicinity of the
experiment and hence lower collision rate of the background particles with the atoms related to the
experiment. The vacuum required will depend on how long the atom is required to be isolated or
the mean free time, the time between two collisions. To estimate the target vacuum, let us consider
a trapped ion is oscillating at 1 MHz with an amplitude of 3 m. Thus in one second, the ion ef-
fectively travels a distance of 6 m. Now mean free path depends on the pressure of the gas and also
its temperature. At room temperature, for ultra high vacuum, where pressure ranges from 10 7 to
10 12 mbar, the mean free path is of the order of 10 km. So the average time between two successive
collisions at ultra high vacuum conditions is about 20 minutes.
However, for ion traps, the collisional cross-section is much higher than that predicted by kinetic
theory of gasses because of the charge of the trapped particles. For our experiment, with a pressure
of about 10 10 mbar, we observed collisional rate of about 1 Hz or three orders of magnitude higher
than that predicted by kinetic theory of gasses.
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4.3.1 The Chamber
Now that we have established that we require ultra high vacuum environment for running the experi-
ments, we move on to designing the vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber has a base dimension of
a CF 200 flange, that is having a diameter of 200 mm. This is done to allow for space for putting in
the nano-positioners as well as their connectors. It also facilitated using of 4 electrical feedthroughs
since the ion trap having geometric phase generation capabilities needs to have 18 electrodes (4 for
RF, 2 for end-cap, 4 for compensation, 8 for geometric phase generation as explained in Chapter 2)
and three more connections for the atomic oven of barium. The geometric phase generating trap is
however not used for the work in this thesis. The downside to having a CF 200 flange on the other
hand is that the chamber had a large pumping volume and thus it required a long time to achieve the
target vacuum.
The CF 200 flange carried the entire experimental setup, including the trap, the nano-positioner
with the imaging system and all the electronic connections as is shown in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10. This
is done such that the entire system can be assembled and fixed on the chamber quickly as barium
oxidizes fast when exposed to air and thus the entire process from connecting the oven, after taking
it out from an argon filled chamber, to sealing the chamber and running the pump has to be done
fast. Hence a modular design of the experimental flange is implemented. More importantly a single
flange assembly allows a low assembly tolerance of the trap parts and the optics of photon collection
reducing the chances of design and assembly error.
Figure 4.9: The design of the experimental flange. The ion trap is setup on a CF 200 flange which is
then connected to the chamber. On the flange, there is the ion trap, the collection lens and the electri-
cal feedthroughs which establish electrical connection between the laboratory and the environment
inside the chamber.
The vacuum chamber is designed to have 8 viewports. This is done to allow addressing the centre
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Figure 4.10: Assembly of the experimental setup flange. Along with the trap, it also shows the
electrical feedthroughs as well as vacuum compatible nano-positioner which are used to control the
photon collection lens inside the chamber.
of the trap at different angles with respect to the trap axis. Two viewports allow for laser beam to
propagate along the axial direction of the trap, which is main cooling beam direction. Since the trap
is mounted at an angle of 30o with respect to the axis of the viewports of the cooling beam, it lets
the cooling beam to address all the principle axes of motion, which reduces the amplitude of the
motion of the ion in all directions very efficiently. Fig. 4.11 shows the direction of the cooling beam.
Two other viewports, perpendicular to the cooling beam and the axial direction of the trap is used for
imaging as well as to address the ions using the 1760 nm laser. These viewports are kept to allow
individually addressing of each ion in a linear chain, with the chain direction along the axis of the
trap. And finally the 2 sets of viewports at 45o with the cooling beam direction are used to address the
ion at an angle, different than the cooling beam direction. These beams are used to provide optical
pumping as is described in Chapter 5. The viewports are connected at an angle of 15o with respect
to the tube connecting them with the main chamber. This is done to prevent the back reflected the
light from the exit viewport from reaching the experimental region. The viewports also have anti-
reflection coating at 493 nm and 650 nm to reduce reflection while the light is passing through. It
also helps to increase the photon collection efficiency for imaging, since the detectors are outside the
vacuum chamber.
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The assembly also has a separate pumping chamber. This is used to connect the ion pump (Varian
S40) and the titanium sublimation pump. The separation of the pumping chamber from the experi-
mental chamber keeps the large magnetic field of the ion pump farther away from the experimental
region and prevents the titanium sublimation pump, which works by evaporation of titanium, from
having a direct line of sight access to the ion trap. Also from a design perspective, it provides a mod-
ular structure, allowing us to work independently on the pumping system without changing anything
on the experimental side.
Figure 4.11: The CAD drawing of the full experimental chamber. The green cylinders on the top
are DC electrical feedthroughs while the red is RF feedthrough. The brown structure on the top left
corner is an ion pump and the black cylinder is representative of titanium sublimation pump.
4.4 Imaging and Detection System
Once we ionize, trap and laser cool the ion, the next step is detection of the trapped ion. For detection
and measurements we use an electron multiplying CCD and a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) respec-
tively. The CCD provides the image while the PMT provides the counts which are used for the actual
experimental results.
To improve on the collection efficiency of the spontaneously emitted photons from the ion, we
placed an aspheric lens inside the vacuum chamber on a vacuum compatible nano-positioner stage
from Smaract as is shown in Fig. 4.10. This lens has an effective focal length of 17 mm and have
a numerical aperture of 0.4. The nano-positioner allowed for very fine control of the internal lens
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and thus enabled maximization of collection efficiency. The weight of the lens and the lens holder
is kept below 100 gm to ensure that the load is lower than the maximum carrying capacity of the
nano-positioner.
Figure 4.12: Imaging system layout.
The camera used is an Andor Luca CCD with electron multiplication capability. The size of each
pixel is 8 8. To obtain a reasonable signal level, we aimed to have the image size of the ion over
5 to 6 pixels, which means having an image size of the order of 40 microns.
Figure 4.13: Imaging system showing the pinhole and the detection devices.
For a single ion, the amplitude of motion after Doppler cooling can range from 1  m to :1 m.
The diffraction limit of the internal photon collection lens is about 0:4m.
The imaging system is designed for a variable magnification of the image. This is done so that
during initial loading, while setting up the system, we can get a wide-angle view and then we can
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Figure 4.14: The first cloud of barium, trapped and laser cooled, in the setup described here. The
cloud is shifted in one direction due to non-central position of the imaging system.
zoom into the ions for a higher signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). A pinhole is used as a spatial filter of the
ions and to remove unwanted scattered light from the trap electrodes. The spatial filtering of the light
is required to obtain a good SNR which in our case varied from 5:1 to 10:1, depending on the exact
alignment of the lasers.
Fig. 4.14 and 4.15 show images of the ion cloud and crystalized ions as obtained by this imaging
system.
4.5 Narrow Linewidth 1760 nm Laser System Development
The 1760 nm laser is required for addressing the S  D transition of the barium ion. However, due
to dipole forbidden nature of the transition, the linewidth of the transition is of the order of several
mHz. This would require the laser linewidth to be extremely narrow to allow for achieving suitable
Rabi frequency of oscillation of the order of 10 kHz and coherent manipulation. The laser belongs to
Toptica DL Pro ECDL family. According to manufacturers, the initial linewidth of the laser is of the
order of few hundred kHz. Along with narrow linewidth, lack of any absolute frequency reference
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.15: Ion crystal images. Fig. (a) is a linear chain of 25 ions and Fig. (b) is a single ion
trapped and laser cooled.
for this laser implied that we required an ultra stable cavity for stabilizing the laser frequency.
The first cavity used an Invar spacer and had a finesse of 3000. It also had a piezo actuator on
one of the mirrors to allow of small tuning of the laser frequency once it is locked to the cavity.
The cavity linewidth was determined from the relation between linewidth and photon lifetime, given
as  = 1=(2), where  is the lifetime of the cavity as is determined experimentally from the
decay of the transmission signal of the cavity when the light to the cavity is switched off. Fig 4.16
shows the signal decay curve of the home built cavity, to be called cavity1. From the decay time,
the linewidth of cavity1 is determined to be 600 kHz. The switching time for the light without the
cavity, as detected, was less than 100 ns. While it is of the same order as the cavity decay time, the
switching measurement gave an upper limit to the cavity linewidth.
Cavity1 was used to develop the locking systems and also perform preliminary spectroscopy
experiments for the quadrupole transition. It helped in developing necessary expertise required for
working with the commercial cavity which was installed later. The locking has been performed using
a Pound-Drever-Hall setup. Using cavity1 as reference, the spectrum of the S-D transition showed a
linewidth of about 10 KHz, dominated by the laser linewidth.
4.5.1 Characterization of Commercial Cavity
After cavity1, we installed a commercial cavity system from Stable Laser Systems (SLS). The finesse
is about 300; 000with a free spectral range of 1:5GHz, giving an estimated cavity linewidth of 5 kHz.
The linewidth of the SLS cavity has been measured using transmission power decay measure-
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Decay Time= .27 s
Figure 4.16: Cavity decay signal of the locally made cavity. The fitting gives a decay time of 0.27
s.
ment. The 1760 nm laser is locked to the cavity, with an AOM in its path. The light is then switched
using an AOM and the transmission power is measured by a fast photodiode as a function of time.
The detected switching time for the light without the cavity was less than 1 s.
The decay measurement gives a cavity linewidth of around 5 KHz, as specified by the manu-
facturer. Locking to this cavity required development of a high bandwidth error signal generating
board. The correction, being given by the FALC module of Toptica, had a bandwidth of the order
of 30 MHz. Thus a error signal generating board is designed and developed having a bandwidth
close to 30MHz. This allowed for extremely stable lock of the laser to the high finesse cavity and a
laser linewidth of around 300 Hz as is measured from the fourier limited linewidth of the quadrupole
transition.
4.6 Conclusion
The system to trap and laser cool ions is developed with physics, described in Chapter 2 in mind.
While the 493 nm and 650 nm lasers are used for high precision measurement of the branching ratio,
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Figure 4.17: Cavity decay signal of high finesse SLS cavity. The fitting gives a decay timescale of
31.6 s.
as is described in Chapter 4, the 1760 nm laser is used to address the dipole forbidden transition
between 6S1=2 and 5D5=2, described in Chapter 5, to run an extremely fast optical qubit near the
telecom wavelength as well as in preparation for measurement of quadrupole moment of the D lev-
els of barium ion.
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Chapter 5
Precision Measurement of Branching
Ratio for 6P1=2 level decay: towards PNC
measurement
As discussed in chapter 2, branching ratio measurement plays a vital role in our understanding of
the parity non-conserving effects in atomic systems. In this chapter the measurement processes and
experimental implementation of the algorithm discussed in Chapter 3 as well as the details of the
data analysis that was performed for this experiment is discussed.
5.1 Experimental Setup
A schematic of our setup is shown in Fig.5.1. The ion trap, as described in Chapter 4, is driven with
a RF frequency of about 16 MHz and with about 1 Kv amplitude giving a radial secular frequency
of approximately 1 MHz. The axial potential was kept such that the axial frequencies was about a
few hundred kHz. For the experiment we trapped and laser cooled about 20 ions. This was done
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to ensure that we acquire statistically significant counts in
a relatively short period of time. Since we are measuring internal properties of the ion and not the
motional one, presence of multiple number of ions does not effect the result of our experiment and




















































Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of our experiment: During the experiment, AO1 and AO3 are
switched using a DDS controlled by NIDAQ. Relevant atomic levels of Ba+ ions are also shown.
The branching fractions reported here are r and 1  r for the two decay channels.
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Both the 493 nm laser and 650 nm lasers are locked to reference cavity. The 493 nm is addi-
tionally frequency locked to a Tellurium resonance line using modulation transfer spectroscopy in a
Tellurium cell. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the detection is performed perpendicular to the beam of light
falling on the ion but in the same plane. The detector is a Hamamatsu PMT with an interference filter
at 493 nm in front of it to allow detection of only 493 nm light. A magnetic field is applied to lift the
degeneracy of theD levels, preventing the ion from falling into a ’dark state’ and also to improve the
Doppler cooling rate of the ion.
As is evident from the algorithm discussed in Chapter 3, this measurement requires pulses of
493 nm and 650 nm lasers to address the 6S1=2 to 6P1=2 transition and 6P1=2 to 5D3=2 transitions
respectively and perform the necessary optical pumping. The amplitude modulation or pulsing is
performed using Acousto Optic Modulator (AOM).
The AOMs are configured in double pass setup. This was done for two reasons- Firstly, it allows
for scanning the laser frequency to optimize the detected fluorescence, without changing the beam
direction and thus changing the intensity of the beam after an optical fiber. Secondly, it allows for a
better cut-off when the rf drive of the AOM is in off state. Cut-off meaning the leak of laser power
that is there even when the AOM is turned off. Presence of such leaks can seriously hamper the
experiment because we will be driving transitions when we do not want to. For example, when the
ion is being optically pumped from S to D via the 493 nm laser, if 650 nm laser light is leaking, it
will depopulate the D-state back to the S-state. This leads to systematically wrong measurement of
the D-state population and as theoretically Eq. 3.6 assumes only 493 nm pumping and absence of
any re-pumping light, it will lead to a wrong ratio measurement.
Thus extreme prejudice was applied while setting up the AOMs to allow close to zero leakage of
laser light when the AOMs are switched off. When measurements of laser power was performed, in
the on state, the laser powers were 100 W and 300 W respectively for 493 nm and 650 nm. In the
off state, the powers were around a few nano-Watts and in the zero order frequency, which was far
away from the atomic resonance.
Fig. 5.2 shows the pulse sequence used for the measurement. The sequence is as follows-
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Figure 5.2: Experimental sequence and photon count measurement. The top part shows the experi-
mental time sequence of the green and red pulses while the corresponding photon counts are shown
in the middle panel. The sequence consists of (a) green photon measurement (only green laser on),
(b) green background counts (green laser on), (c) cooling (both lasers on), (d) optical pumping to
D-state (only green laser on), (e) red-repumping while green photon counting (only red laser on),
(f) dark count measurement (both lasers off) and (c) another cooling pulse. The lower panel shows
zoomed part of both the decay curves due to pumping and re-pumping of population.
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1. The 493 nm laser was turned on.
2. Both 493 and 650 nm lasers were turned on.
3. 650 nm laser was shut down. Only 493 nm laser remained on.
4. 650 nm laser turned on after 493 nm laser shut down
5. Both 650 and 493 nm laser turned on.
6. 493 nm laser shut down. Only 650 nm laser remained on.
The first pulse drives the S to P transition and the green photon count during this process contains
the branching fraction information (Gc denotes the number of photons emitted during this pulse). The
ion is ensured to be in the ground state before this pulse is applied. The second pulse is for Doppler
cooling. The third pulse is to ensure that the ion returns back to the state same as after S-P pumping
once the cooling is complete. The fourth pulse drives the D to P transition and the green photons
emitted during that pulse is used for the efficiency measurement (Rc denotes the number of photons
emitted during this process). The fifth pulse is again a cooling cycle and the sixth pulse ensures that
the ion is at the ground state, prepared for the start of a new cycle.
After the first pulse, the 493 nm laser is kept turned on for the same duration as the first pulse
itself. This is to ensure that we measure the background green photon counts that are accumulated
during the first measurement pulse (Gb). Similarly after the fourth pulse, the red laser was kept on
for the same period of time to measure the background green photon counts (Rb). Gb and Rb were
subtracted from Gc and Rc to obtain the true number of emitted green photons during each pulse,
namely Ng and Nr.
From Chapter 3 we can see that the green photons counts during the first pulse contains the





Now for C cycles of the experiment, with a detection efficiency of  and Ni number of ions in
the sample, Ng = C  Ni < N >. However, for the fourth pulse, each ion will emit one single
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5.2 Results and Analysis
We repeated the experimental sequence as mentioned in figure (5.2) for 25 different experimental
sets, each of these measurements are having 2; 000; 000 cycles. The total time required is mainly
limited by the required statistical uncertainty which we targeted to be below 0:1% for the branching
fraction measurement. In order to check for systematics we have performed about 50 similar ex-
periments under different experimental conditions like varying magnetic field, laser intensity, added
micro-motion, different Coulomb crystal structure etc.. None of the above varied condition showed
variation in the value of r above :1% statistical variation. The laser intensity, however needs to be
within certain range as too high value would saturate the PMT in short time scales and too low value
would make the decay exponent too long for counting in a reasonable time. In order to check for any
birefringence in our detection setup leading to disproportionate red to green counts, we on purpose
changed the polarization angle of the linearly polarized green and the red beams showing no sig-
nificant deviation beyond the statistical uncertainty. The only contribution to our uncertainty comes
from the detector dead time, even though we worked in a regime where the rate is much below the
saturation limit of the PMT and the counting electronics. The dead time leads to a calculable shift as
well as uncertainty.
5.2.1 Estimation of Precision: Statistical and detector errors
One of the biggest limiting factor for the experiment is the loss of counts by the PMT because of the
deadtime of the detector. Deadtime means the PMT cannot detect two photons having an arrival time
gap smaller than that. The correction because of PMT deadtime is given as
Ncorrected = Nmeasured(1  D Nmeasured); (5.3)
where D is the deadtime of the PMT, Nmeasured is the number of photon counts measured in a
given time interval and Ncorrected is the corrected number of counts.
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For this measurement, there are 4 numbers which contribute to the final values ofGc,Gb, Rc and














b be the corrected ones.
The final value of the branching ratio was obtained after careful measurement of the deadtime of the
PMT. This is because the measurement uncertainty in the deadtime will affect the final precision of
the value of the measured branching ratio.
The deadtime was measured by shining heavily attenuated laser light into the PMT. The power
of the laser was measured by a commercial power meter from Thorlabs which had an uncertainty
of :2 % as specified by the manufacturer. Under low light condition, the power and the measured
number of counts within a certain time followed a linear relation. Thus from a linear fit of the initial
points of the power vs count graph, one can obtain the values like detection efficiency and dark count
which goes into measurement of the deadtime via non-linear fit.
Performing the fits, we obtained the deadtime as 54:0 0:3 ns.
The measurement has been performed using a MCS card with a time bin of 100 ns. However, the
photon counts were not evenly distributed across all the bins, with the counts being higher when the
pulse switched on, because of the initial population is in the ground state or theD state, depending on
which pulse we are looking at and it tapered off exponential as more and more population was being
pumped into the other state, not coupled to the probing laser. Fig. 5.3 shows a typical distribution of
the photon counts across the bins.
Thus a more precise estimation of the actual counts and thus branching ratio can be obtained
if the correction is applied to each bin separately. Also we calculated the statistical and deadtime
uncertainty error for each bin and then for each section performed a root mean square sum of all the
bins involved for each of the counts which go into the branching ratio measurement.
If Ni is the count of one bin, then the corrected values of that bin is
Nai = Ni=(1  d Ni) (5.4)
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of photon counts per bin of MCS card. The time starts from the time 493 nm
or 650 nm laser is switched on.
and the error arising from that bin is
 Ni =  Ni
  1
1  d Ni +
Ni d
(1 Ni D)2 ) + D
N2i
(1 Ni D)2 : (5.5)
So the correction to the value of the branching ratio is obtained by summing Nai over the bins
relevant for Gc, Gb, Rc and Rb. Now, since Ng = Gc   Gb, Ng =
p
(Gc)2 + (Gb)2, assuming
root mean square addition.






The equation is similar for Gb, Rc and Rb.
The final step is obtaining the statistical uncertainty is using the Central Limit Theorem. This
allows for more precise knowledge of the means of multiple samples of a given population. In this
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case, we have 27 sets of measurements, each giving a certain value of the mean and standard devi-
ation or error calculated using the above formulae. Now, because of the central limit theorem and
since the sample data are independent of one another, the effective uncertainty of the measurement
is given by the mean of the error over 27 samples, divided by square root of one minus the sample
number, which in this case is 26.
However, one should be careful while applying the central limit theorem. The theorem applies
only to statistical uncertainty and not to the uncertainty contributed by our knowledge of the deadtime
of the detector which is a systematic uncertainty. The statistical uncertainty is extracted by putting D
as zero and also D, the uncertainty of the deadtime, as zero. Central Limit Theorem was applied
on that uncertainty which have the statistical uncertainty alone. The contribution of the deadtime
uncertainty is contained in the term along with D and that provides the uncertainty contribution
coming from the deadtime, as is shown in Eq. 5.5.
The measured values of the branching fractions, along with the best literature value of the upper
state life-time [113], 7:920:08 ns, provides the transition probability as well as the matrix elements
of the relevant transitions by following the procedure in [25]. In table (5.2), we show our results
along with the values measured or calculated till date. The best measured experimental data on
these transitions are limited to about 5% uncertainties on the matrix elements. On the contrary, since
the experimental proposal by Fortson [53] for the possibility of measuring the atomic PNC in barium
ion, the accuracies on the theoretical values of the matrix elements has improved significantly aiming
towards below one percent level where many-electron correlation effects become significant. As can
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be seen from Fig. 5.4, the theory values scatter within the experimental uncertainties while the
claimed theoretical uncertainties are significantly lower than the previous experiments [108]. Our
measurements, for the first time, provides the values below a percent limit, thereby allowing the
theories to be compared at a similar uncertainty level. The S P transition probability is rather close
to the theory values of [25,116,117] but seems to quite off from the value by [108]. On the other hand,
the P  D transition probability is close to the values calculated by [108, 116, 117] while deviating
significantly from [116]. These theories mostly consider all orders in perturbation but limited to
certain number of collective excitations, therefore it is now possible to make a comparative study
of these different approaches in view of the experimental data. The branching fractions themselves
are important for estimating the abundance of barium in solar and stellar atmosphere [111] which
provides insight into the process of nucleo-synthesis, especially of heavy elements. Our measured
branching fractions are 0:73037 0:0002 and 0:26963 0:0002 for the P   S and P  D branches
respectively [120].
Figure 5.4: A comparison of different measurements and theory values of the dipole transition prob-
abilities for S   P and D   P transitions. The hatched area provides the value and 1 confidence
band of this measurement. The values which do not have error associated with them are theory values
while values in [115] and [119] are compilation results of earlier experiments.
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0:735 0:021 0:95 0:07 3:35 0:11 [118]
0:955 0:095 3:36 0:15 [119]
0:9178 3:300 [117]
0:756 0:012 0:953 0:024 3:362 0:038 [111]
0:95 0:09 3:36 0:14 [112]
0:9232 3:309 [116]
0:9368 3:333 [25]











0:265 0:021 0:33 0:04 2:99 0:18 [118]
0:332 0:083 3:00 0:37 [119]
0:334 3:007 [117]
0:244 0:012 0:3097 0:018 2:895 0:084 [111]
0:338 0:019 3:025 0:085 [112]
0:37 3:165 [116]
0:326 2:971 [25]








Coherent Manipulation of Quadrupole
Transition: Towards Quadrupole
Moment Measurement
In this chapter, driving dipole forbidden transition between 6S1=2 and 5D5=2 levels is discussed.
One of the main tools to explore this transition is a narrow linewidth 1760 nm laser, development
of which is presented in Chapter 4. Here the performance of the laser system and its limitations are
discussed in view of measuring the quadrupole moment of theD orbital for the Ba+. The measured
quadrupole moment addresses two physical problems as discussed in Chapter 3. One of them is to
probe the electronic wavefunction of the D-state as the quadrupole moment is the expectation value
of the quadrupole moment operator in theD-state [25]. Secondly, measuring the quadrupole moment
allows us to implement the geometric phase generation protocol as proposed in Section 3.3 and
estimate the possible systematics in the parity violation experiment that uses interference between
the quadrupole transition and the PNC dipole transition [53]. The first and foremost requirement is
to measure the transition frequency between S and D state to a precision which is sufficient to resolve
the frequency shift due to quadrupole interaction. In the following, the system has been developed
to perform such a measurement in the near future. In addition, the present system allows fast qubit





One of the first indication of the interaction of the 1760 nm laser with barium ion is the detection
of quantum jumps, Fig. 6.1 [121]. Quantum jumps are sudden fall of the fluorescence level of
the trapped ion due to the shelving of the electron from the ground state to the metastable state
D5=2, which is disconnected with the fluorescence generating lasers. In this case, the fluorescence
is observed by applying the 493 nm and the 650 nm laser and the drop in the fluorescence happens
when the 1760 nm laser shelves the electron into the D5=2 level. To observe quantum jumps, we
bring the laser close to the known wavelength value, using wavemeter with a resolution of 10 MHz
and suitable AOMs. The rate at which the quantum jumps occur depends on the detuning of the
laser from the atomic transition, linewidth and the intensity of the laser at the ion position. For our
measurement, the ion fluorescence is measured with in a time bin of 100 ms. To check that the jumps
are due to 1760 nm laser and not due to collisions with background gas molecules (which can reduce
fluorescence due to sudden transfer of energy to the ion, which in turn heats it up and doppler shifts
the transition away from the cooling laser), we switch on the 614 nm laser, which brings the electron
back to the S level via dipole coupled paths, making the jumps disappear.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.1, the counts sometimes drop to a value which is higher than the background
counts. This is because the 1760 nm laser coherently drives the transition, not only to the 5D5=2
level but also back to the ground state increasing the fluorescence by coupling to the cooling and
repumping lasers. However, that happens sporadically and that is why sometimes there is a long
period of darkness of the fluorescence count and sometimes there is a partial drop in the fluorescence.
Once the quantum jumps are detected, we can optimize our alignment to increase the intensity
at the ion location. When the light is optimally aligned the rate of jumps increases a lot and the net
fluorescence collected in the 100 ms window decreases significantly, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Turning
on the 614 nm laser brings the fluorescence back to the original level.
While the 5D5=2 level has a lifetime of several seconds [23–25], the dark state does not last that
long because the 1760 nm laser coherently drives the transition between the 5D5=2 and 6S1=2 levels.
Closer the wavelength, higher the power, narrower the linewidth and better the alignment, more faster
is this cycling between S and D levels.
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Bin number (100 ms bin size)
614 nm turned on
Quantum Jumps (1760 ON)
Figure 6.1: Observed quantum jumps. The ion is sporadically excited to the 5D5=2 state and thus
gets decoupled from the 493 nm and 650 nm laser. This leads to a drop of the fluorescence level. The
electron is again brought back to the ground state by stimulated emission by the 1760 nm laser. Thus
we have much smaller ’dark’ periods compared to the natural lifetime of the level. Also because of
this cycling, sometimes the fluorescence does not drop to the background level.
6.1.2 Temporal Pulse Sequence to Address Quadrupole Transition
For driving and detecting the quadrupole transition, the following pulse sequence is used, as shown
in Fig. 6.3-
1. Cooling: In this segment, 493 nm, 650 nm and 614 nm lasers are switched on for 100 s.
2. State preparation: In this segment, the 650 nm and 614 nm lasers are switched on. This
prepares the ion in the ground state. Optical pumping, when applied, is also switched on
during this time. Optical pumping is transferring all the population into one of the Zeeman
sub-levels of the ground state by using a circularly polarized 493 nm laser, applied using the
45o viewports.
3. S-D transition drive: In this segment, the 1760 nm laser is turned on.
4. Detection: In this segment, the 493 nm and 650 nm lasers are turned on. This segment detects
if a transition has taken place or not. If the ion is on the 5D5=2 level, then there would be no
fluorescence (off state). If however, the 1760 nm laser cannot excite the S-D transition, the
fluorescence level will be high (on state).
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Bin Number (100 ms bin size)
1760 nm ON
Figure 6.2: Improvement of alignment of the 1760 nm lasers increases the frequency of transfer from
the S to D states. This leads to greying out of the fluorescence level, that is for a given bin size, the
photon counts reduces significantly such that the average count is significantly lower than the average
count with only 493nm or 650 nm laser. The higher count can be regained by turning of the 614 nm
laser which brings the electron back to the ground state fast enough to restore the fluorescence level.
State detection is a projective measurement and hence the probability of finding the ion in the
ground state is measured by preparing the ion in the same state multiple times prior to each mea-
surement. The efficiency of each ground state determination is 100% provided the threshold counts
determining the on and off state is properly set. To determine the count threshold, the following
procedure is adopted- First the 1760 nm laser is blocked and the ion fluorescence count for the time
period of the detection segment is measured. Also the background scattering for the same time period
is measured by switching off the repumping lasers. The threshold is then set to a value, between the
fluorescence counts and the background count. Thus if the ion is in the on state, the count will be
larger than the threshold, and if it is in off state it will be lower. Fig. 6.4 shows the counts in the
presence and absence of the ion and a distinct difference between the counts in the two conditions,
which allows to set a threshold to estimate the on or off state of the ion with 100% efficiency. There
is an optimal state detection time which is determined by reducing the time of the detecting pulse
while ensuring there is no overlap of the on and off state photon count number. This reduces the total
cycle time without compromising the state detection efficiency of 100%. Fig. 6.4 is not an optimal
value.
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Figure 6.3: Pulse sequence for detecting quadrupole transition
In order to obtain the quadrupole transition spectra, the above sequence is repeated a 100 times
for each frequency of the 1760 nm laser in order to obtain the state transfer probability. This pro-
duces one data point in the spectrum as shown in Fig. 6.5. After that the frequency is shifted by a
predetermined step size and the process is continued.
6.1.3 S-D Transition
Fig. 6.5 shows the spectrum of the quadrupole transitions measured over a frequency range of 15
MHz. Given the geometry of the system as is shown in Fig. 6.6, that is the angle between the
magnetic field (which determines the quantization axis) and the direction of beam propagation and
the angle between magnetic field and the polarization of light, we know that the transitions with
m = 1 will be excited while other transitions are suppressed as shown in Chapter 3, Fig. 3.4.
Now zooming in on the m =  12 !  32 line, as shown in Fig. 6.7, a linewidth of 3:5 kHz is
obtained. This is the fourier limited linewidth of the 1760 nm light used, which is pulsed with a pulse
length of 100 s.
Fig 6.8 shows the reduction of the linewidth depending on the duration of the 1760 nm pulse of
light. This shows that the width of the transition is limited by the fourier transform width of the 1760
nm light alone. However, with longer pulse, decoherence effects starts playing a role, which is why
the pulse depth reduces with longer pulse duration.
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Figure 6.4: Histogram of counts of the ion signal and the scattered light signal. As can be seen the
counts in the presence and absence of the ion fluorescence is distinctly separated which enables state
detection with 100% efficiency.
6.2 Calibration of Magnetic Field Generating Coils
The Zeeman shift of the ground state is given by
ES =  gSmSj BjBj (6.1)
and that for the D level is given by
ED =  gDmDj BjBj: (6.2)
So the shift of the transition line is given by  = ED   ES or
 = (gSm
S
j   gDmDj )BjBj: (6.3)
Let G = gS mSj  gD mDj . The g factors for S andD states are 2:0024906 [122] and 1:2020 [123]
respectively. Bohr magneton is B = 1:40MHz=Gauss.
Let the magnetic field generated by each coil pair as a function of current be Bi = iIi for the
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Figure 6.5: 6S1=2 to 5D5=2 transition lines for barium ion. The four narrow lines corresponding to
m = 1 transitions allowed by the geometry, as shown in Fig. 6.6, that is the angle between the
magnetic field and the propagation direction of 1760 nm light and the angle between magnetic field
and the polarization of the light.
ith channel, as is shown in Fig. 6.6 where i is the proportionality constant for a given pair of coils.
We first switch on one pair of coils and plot the S-D transition spectrum for different coil currents,
which are always changed by the same amount. Now by looking at the ratio of relative shifts, it was
possible to identify the zeeman levels involved for each transition lines, using the knowledge of the
effective G factor. Once the zeeman levels involved has been identified, the shift is plotted as a
function of the current, which is given by
 = GBiIi: (6.4)
Table 6.1 gives the values of G for different lines. From the value of G and that of Bohr magneton,
we can obtain the value of i.
Fig. 6.9 shows the S-D transition spectrum as a function of coil currents for the two pairs of coils,
designated Ch2 and Ch3 in Fig. 6.6. We focus on the transition between S 1=2 ! D 5=2 levels.
From the linear fit of the peak frequency as a function of the current, the slopes obtained are 1:464
MHz/A for Ch2 and 1:452MHz/A for Ch3. Now from Eq. 6.4, we obtain the calibration for the coils
as :522 Gauss/A for Ch2 and :518 Gauss/A for Ch3.
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Figure 6.6: Orientation of magnetic field generating coils, 1760 nm beam direction and the ion trap.




+1=2 +5=2 +12gS   52gD =   2:0037547 +2
+1=2 +3=2 +12gS   32gD =   0:8017547 +1
+1=2 +1=2 +12gS   12gD = 0:4002453 0
+1=2  1=2 +12gS + 12gD = 1:6022453  1
+1=2  3=2 +12gS + 32gD = 2:8042453  2
 1=2 +3=2  12gS   32gD =   2:8042453 +2
 1=2 +1=2  12gS   12gD =   1:6022453 +1
 1=2  1=2  12gS + 12gD =   0:4002453 0
 1=2  3=2  12gS + 32gD = 0:8017547  1
 1=2  5=2  12gS + 52gD = 2:0037547  2
Table 6.1: Table of effective G factors for all the possible quadrupole transitions between the zeeman
levels of 6S1=2 and 5D3=2.
6.3 Estimating Ion Temperature
As described in Eq. 2.30, the average phonon number of the trapped ion after doppler cooling can be
obtained by measuring the excitation probability of the red and blue sidebands of the S-D transition.
Fig. 6.10 shows the experimental data for the probability of excitation of the sidebands. The trap
frequency is 1:75 MHz. From the graph we obtain R = 0:85 giving the average phonon number to
be n = 5:67  0:31. Based on the properties of Barium ion and assuming the ion temperature is
the doppler limit of the temperature, for this trap frequency, the theoretical estimate of the average
phonon number is 5:21 which is quite close to the experimental value obtained via measurement of
the sideband excitation probabilities.
In terms of absolute temperature, this translates to a temperature of 518 K.
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Figure 6.7: High resolution scan of the m =  32 line. The transition is fitted with a gaussian peak
function to obtain the linewidth of the transition. As the fit shows, the linewidth is 3:5 kHz.
6.4 Linewidth Reduction and Magnetic Field Noise
Once the basic protocols are established, the main task is to obtain the narrowest linewidth of the
S-D transition. The theoretical limit is the linewidth of the 1760 nm laser. However, the dephasing
and noise in the system prevents achieving this linewidth limit because of decoherence effects in the
system.
One of the biggest sources for noise in quantum systems is the magnetic field noise, especially when
one is working with a magnetic field sensitive transition [125, 126]. Magnetic field sensitive means
that the effective g-factor is non-zero for the levels between which the transition is driven. The noise
may originate from ambient magnetic field fluctuating at 50 Hz due to nearby electronics being fed
from the power line as it may as well be the residual current noise at 50 Hz supplied by the current
supply to the magnetic field generating coils. Two solutions can be adopted to get rid of this noise.
One is to shield the vacuum chamber with mu-metal which blocks any external magnetic field. How-
ever, this cannot eliminate the noise coming from the magnetic field generating coils.
































Pulse Length = 100 s
Transition Width = 7.3 kHz
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Pulse Length = 2800 s



















Figure 6.8: Figures showing reduction of the linewidth of the quadrupole transition as a function
of the pulse length used for excitation of the 1760 nm transition. Longer pulse duration leads to
reduction of the linewidth because the linewidth is fourier limited.
line frequency, which is used for the work in this thesis. This means that the experimental pulse
sequence is always started at a given phase of the AC line frequency. Since all the experiments with
the quadrupole transition is some form of probability measurement, locking the experiment with the
line frequency allows one to measure these probabilities at exactly the same magnetic environment,
with respect to the phase of the fluctuations due to the AC power lines . Fig. 6.11 shows the general
building blocks for triggering the experiment with the AC line frequency.
Fig. 6.12 shows the effect of 50 Hz triggering. When triggered, the coherence of the system
improves dramatically leading to a peak with a greater depth indicating lower decoherence effects
during the exposure time. However, the linewidth in these measurements are Fourier limited by the
excitation pulse length.
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Figure 6.9: Figures showing S-D transition spectrum with different coil currents for different pairs
of coils. The figures (c) and (d) show the peak frequency as a function of the coil currents. The slope
is obtained by linear fit of the peak frequency as a function of the coil currents.
6.4.1 Coherence Time: Ramsey Measurement
The effect of 50 Hz can be observed more prominently during Ramsey interferometry of the transi-
tion in question, which is described in Section 2.3.1.
Fig. 6.13 shows the effect of the 50 Hz synchronization on the evolution of the system. Keeping
all the parameters constant, without the line trigger, the coherence time is 178 s while triggering
with 50 Hz increases the coherence time to about 6 ms. This conclusively shows that one of the
limiting factors in our system is the residual magnetic field noise at 50 hz. Synchronization with the
line frequency improves on the decoherence effect arising from magnetic field fluctuations. The fact
that decoherence time after synchronization is about 6 ms also sets a limit on the present technical
noise in our system which is most likely magnetic field noise, arising from sources different from the
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Figure 6.10: Main carrier peak and the sideband as is seen during spectroscopy of the quadrupole
transition. The peaks are separated by 1.75 MHz, the trap frequency.
Figure 6.11: Setup for synchronizing the experiment with the line frequency.
power line frequencies.
6.4.2 Noise Limited Transition Linewidth
The power line synchronization of the experiment led to improved coherence of the system which
in turn allowed us to achieve much lower linewidth of the quadrupole transition than was possible
before. Increased coherence time allowed for longer exposure time of 1760 nm laser which in turn
reduced fourier limited linewidth of the transition. It also increased the depth of the transition peak,
which led to lower intensity requirement for 1760 nm laser which in turn allowed for longer  times.
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Pulse Length: 576 s
Transition Width: 1.9 KHz
Peak Depth: 45%
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Figure 6.12: Graphs showing the effect of 50 Hz triggering. With the trigger active, the peak width
reduces slightly. However, the more prominent effect is the increase of depth of the peak. This is
because of reduced decoherence during the exposure time of 576 s. All other parameters remained
the same for the two measurements.
Fig. 6.14 shows the transition after synchronizing the experiment with the line frequency. This
allowed to obtain transition linewidth of the order of 300 Hz with an exposure time of 2 ms. This
the lowest linewidth which was achievable and the limit seems to be the maximum exposure time
which was possible to use without losing the coherence of the system, a limit which is possibly
set by residual magnetic field noise or laser intensity noise, sources of which are currently being
investigated. It has to be kept in mind that the transitions are magnetic field sensitive and hence 300
Hz linewidth is rather promising.
This system is currently sufficient to measure the quadrupole moment of the D state of the Barium
ion, which is the next goal of this experiment.
6.5 Optical Qubit at 1760 nm
Rabi oscillation is the oscillatory behaviour shown by a two level quantum system when it is coher-
ently driven by an electromagnetic field. For example, a two level atom driven by the laser connecting
the two levels [48]. In this process, the population is transferred from one level to another in a si-
nusoidal fashion, with the frequency of the sinusoidal oscillation depending on the intensity and
frequency of the laser as well as the matrix element connecting the two levels. In a Bloch sphere all
two level rotations are equivalent to single qubit operations. Therefore a fast rotation allows faster
single qubit gate. As 1760 nm is very close to the presently used telecom wavelength, this single
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Figure 6.13: Effect on 50 Hz triggering on free evolution of the system. For both the measurements,
the intensity and frequency of the laser as well as the magnetic field and trapping parameters are kept
the same. Triggering with 50 Hz improves the free evolution coherence time dramatically. There is
however a very low frequency noise in the system because of which with increasing evolution time,
the period of the oscillation slowly changes.
qubit promises possible applications as both qubit and memory. In the following parts we investigate
properties related to an atomic qubit in Ba+. As compared to other systems, here all the lasers are
diode lasers and hence in principle can be integrated for scaling up of the devices.
The Rabi frequency is obtained by using the same pulse sequence that is used for spectral mea-
surement, Fig. 6.3. However, unlike the spectral measurement, here the frequency is kept constant at
the resonance and the 1760 nm exposure time is scanned while the state of the atom at the end of the
exposure is measured.
Fig. 6.15 shows a typical Rabi oscillation between two zeeman resolved levels of the ground
state and the excited state, namely 6S1=2 and 5D5=2.
One of the characteristics of Rabi oscillation is the decay of the process, as is shown in Fig. 6.16
which is because of decoherence processes. Decoherence is the process by which a quantum system
loses its quantum behaviour [127, 128]. It is primarily caused by external magnetic field noise for
magnetic field sensitive transition, noise in the light intensity and frequency driving the transition,
spontaneous emission and for trapped ion, the characteristics of thermal distribution such as average
phonon number and Lamb-Dicke parameter.
For a trapped ion, the magnetic field fluctuation can be mitigated by synchronizing the experi-
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Width = 317 (12) Hz
Figure 6.14: Noise limited linewidth for the transition between 6S1=2 and 5D5=2. The linewidth of
the transition is 317 Hz.
ment with the AC line frequency as described before. For the D5=2 level in question, the lifetime is
of the order of 30 s. This means that spontaneous emission does not have a significant contribution
in the experimental time scales which is of the order of few milliseconds. The fluctuation of the light
frequency is suppressed by locking the laser of a high finesse ultrastable cavity and there is no signif-
icant fluctuation of the light intensity. Thus it can be concluded that the primary dephasing process is
governed by the thermal distribution of the ion in different motional modes of the trap. This implies
that from the measured Rabi oscillation, by plugging in the average phonon number measurement
that we obtained before, we can extract the value of the Lamb Dicke parameter of the trapped ion
using Eq. 2.26 [129].
Fig. 6.17 is the fitting of Eq. 2.26 to the experimental Rabi oscillation curve. By inserting the
values of Rabi oscillation frequency and average phonon number, measured independently, we ob-
tain the value of the Lamb Dicke parameter as 0:061. Theoretically, the Lamb-Dicke parameter for
this system is 0:042. The discrepancy may stem from the fitting uncertainty as the 2 is only 0:85,
dominated by magnetic field fluctuation.
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Figure 6.15: A typical rabi oscillation. The frequency and amplitude of this oscillation depends on
the frequency and intensity of the light.
The fastest qubit operation that can be obtained with our system at present has a  time of 1:9s
as is shown in Fig. 6.18. This means that optical qubit operation is possible at frequencies of 263
kHz, which is much faster than the currently reported values [49,124]. The decoherence time during
this operation is 82s. This means a fidelity loss of 1e or 36% in 82s of operation. During that time
the number of oscillations is about 21. This gives an average loss of fidelity of 1% per oscillation.
We believe that the source of this decoherence is from external magnetic field noise, other than the
line frequency as well as noise in the laser frequency and intensity. The Ramsey decoherence time
for this qubit is of the order of 6 ms, as is shown in Fig. 6.13. Thus with further optimization of
the Rabi oscillation decoherence time, we can have fast qubit operation near the telecom wavelength
with long coherence time driven by a diode based laser system.
6.6 Conclusion
The system development and characterization described in this section is aimed towards measure-
ment of quadrupole moment of the 5D5=2 level of barium ion.
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Figure 6.16: Rabi oscillation with decoherence.
From Eq. 3.19, we can estimate the shift for quadrupole moment to be of the order of 200 Hz
when the end cap voltage is varied within 1000 V. Our current system allows us to measure the fre-
quency of a single peak with an uncertainty lower than 300 Hz, which is quite close to the expected
shift due to quadrupole interaction.
The work thus prepares the system towards measuring the quadrupole moment of the D state of
the barium ion. The system provides noise limited linewidth of 300 Hz of the quadrupole transition
frequency between the 6S1=2 state and the 5D5=2 state of the barium ion on a magnetic field sensitive
transition. It in turn allows to determine the transition frequency with an uncertainty less than 300 Hz
(limited by the transition linewidth). However, the measurement of the quadrupole moment requires
long term stability which is presently being optimized.
The current system also allows to create an optical qubit near the telecom wavelength with op-
erational frequencies of 263 kHz using a diode laser system. It also have driven and free coherence
times of 80s and 6 ms respectively thus allowing us to perform fast gate operations using a trapped
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Figure 6.17: Fitting of Eq. 2.26 to Rabi oscillation for extracting the Lamb Dicke parameter. The
Rabi frequency used is 161.2903 kHz and the average phonon number is taken as 5.67.
barium ion.
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time = 1.9 s
Figure 6.18: The fastest Rabi oscillation frequency we obtained, having a time of 1:9s and a Rabi





In this thesis, the work presented has been the culmination of the work for the past four and half
years, since the beginning of 2012. During this time, a completely functional atomic physics lab-
oratory was setup from scratch. First precision measurements have been performed with the setup
making advances towards realizing PNC measurements using trapped barium ions.
The development of the geometric phase generating ion trap design can now allow us to impart
global phases to a large number of ion trap qubits. While the system has not been implemented ex-
perimentally, it has helped us to develop necessary technical and scientific skills to handle the project
later.
The most precise measurement of branching fractions for the excited state of Barium atom, for both
P1=2 state, where I contributed primarily and P3=2 state, where I contributed in measurements and
data analysis. The second part is presented in Tarun Dutta’s thesis.
Development of extremely narrow, diode laser based, 1760 nm laser system for driving the
quadrupole transition has also opened up possibilities of exploring multitude of physical phenomenon.
We have been able to demonstrate extremely fast qubit manipulation capabilities using that laser,
primarily because of the narrow linewidth that we could achieve. Our ability to synchronize the ex-
perimental system with the line frequency has also allowed us to obtain long coherence times, which
in turn has allowed us to reduce the linewidth of the transition, almost to the levels, where we can
start detecting the energy level shift because of the interaction of the inherent quadrupole moment
with the trap electric field gradient. While there are some systematics left to figure out, the system is
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almost ready to perform world first measurement of inherent quadrupole moment of the D state of
the barium ion.
The work done here, both theoretical and experimental, has led to multiple publications in peer
reviewed journals, which I am listing below-
1. T. Dutta, D. De Munshi and M. Mukherjee (2016). Absolute Te2 Reference for Barium Ion at
455.4nm. Journal of Optical Society of America B, 33, 6, 1177.
2. T. Dutta, D. De Munshi, D. Yum, R. Rebhi and M. Mukherjee (2016). An exacting transi-
tion probability measurement- direct test of atomic many-body theories. Scientific Reports 6,
29772.
3. D. De Munshi, T. Dutta, R. Rebhi and M. Mukherjee. (2015). Precision Measurement of
Branching fractions of Ba 138+: Testing Many-Body Theories Below 1% level. Physical
Review A, 91, 040501(R)
4. D. De Munshi, M. Mukherjee, and B. Dutta-Roy. (2013). Berry Phase Generation and Mea-
surement in a Single Trapped Ion, Physics Letters A 377, 228-231.
This does not include the work performed with the 1760 nm based laser system, manuscript for
which is under preparation.
To summarize, the work presented in this thesis has been geared towards precision measure-
ments of atomic properties of a trapped barium atom, with possibilities of implementing ion trap
based quantum computation systems.
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